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Welcome Letter  
from Pastor Stephen
Dear Ministry Builders,

I am elated to welcome you to the Builders Conference. While building Union Church, my wife Zai and I have learned 
that every senior pastor and leader needs community and a place to call home where they will be encouraged, celebrated, 
pushed, and inspired to be a Master Builder. Union Church would not exist without each of these. By attending this 
conference, you have taken an intentional step toward this. The heart of Builders Conference is to create a place 
where you will find other ministry leaders to do life with and friends that will last a lifetime. Over the duration of the 
conference, you will be equipped with tools and knowledge through Master Builder sessions led by phenomenal speakers 
that will help you break through leadership barriers.

I firmly believe that what God has placed in your hand will grow, when you grow as a leader and Master Builder. I am 
extremely excited to see you grow, maximize the call of God on your life, and build a world-class ministry that will 
outlast you.

Believing in God’s Best For Your Ministry,





The BLDRS Network
Equipping Leaders to Build for Eternity

The Builders Network exists to empower you to push your calling to its ultimate limit. We are building a community of 
like-minded leaders committed to maximizing their potential. By sharing systems, wisdom, coaching, and community, 
you will grow exponentially as a leader and develop a healthy transformative church.

By the grace God has given me, I laid a foundation as a wise builder, and someone else is building on it. But each one should build 
with care. - 1 Corinthians 3:10 NIV

Building Options

Master Builders 1:1 Coaching–Offers pastors an intimate setting in which they will receive transformative coaching 
that will elevate their leadership ability and facilitate growth in their church.

Blueprint Collective–Offers pastors transformational group coaching and a network of fellow pastors to build a church 
they love. 

Builders Intensive Roundtable–Offers pastors and their spouses an intimate setting in which they will receive life-
changing rest, training, and development. 

Are you ready to be a Builder? Register at www.thebuildersnetwork.org/apply

About Union Church
Mission

Union Church exists for one thing; to help unite people with purpose. We believe that heaven can be experienced on 
earth when people live intentionally and purposely according to God’s word. We will fulfill our mission by helping 
people Know God, Find Freedom, Discover Purpose & Make a Difference.

Vision

To build a church that outlasts us. One that will meet the needs of an ever-expanding landscape while spreading the 
gospel message. A Church that relentlessly pursues people to connect them with purpose, transform families and 
strengthen communities.



History
Two Dreams, Two Stories, One Future

In 1997, New Life International Fellowship was planted by Pastor Stephen’s father, Pastor Ron Chandler. On the other 
side of town, Living Waters Worship Center was planted by Bishop Rollins, Pastor Jimmy’s father in 1994. Individually 
they built thriving churches and passed the baton to their sons, Pastor Stephen Chandler and Pastor Jimmy Rollins, 
in 2011 and 2012, respectively. That led to the birth of Destiny Church and i5 City Church. Both churches grew into a 
community of thousands of people and were known for their exciting culture and focus on leading entire families to a 
passionate relationship with God.

In 2020, after months of prayer and guidance from overseers and elders, Pastor Stephen and Pastor Jimmy started on a 
new journey, one that would lead two dynamic churches to intersect paths. On April 4th, 2021, Destiny Church and i5 
City Church merged to become Union Church. Psalms 133:1 says, God commands a blessing where there is unity. Union 
Church was founded on this verse. We believe that two are stronger than one and that unity will transform our nation. 
Union Church believes in doing everything possible to connect people to Christ and unite them to their purpose. 

 
Senior Pastors
Pastors Stephen and Zai Chandler are the bold, encouraging, life-giving senior pastors of Union Church.

Pastor Stephen comes from a ministry background as the son of a pastor while Pastor Zai comes from a family led to 
Christ by a missionary in her native country Sierra Leone. Despite their vastly different backgrounds, they share this 
same passion: to see people discover their God-given destiny and unite to their purpose. They have given their lives to 
helping others find fulfillment. Between the two of them, they have over 20 years of ministry experience. 

As the Senior Pastors of Union Church they have multiple campuses and locations across Maryland and Charlotte, NC. 
Before Union Church, Pastor Stephen and Zai pastored Destiny Church for over 10 years. The Chandlers currently 
reside in Bowie, Maryland, where they are happily married with three beautiful children Zoe, Roman and Jade.

The BLDRS Toolkit
The BLDRS Toolkit is a guide to help ministry leaders build  healthy churches by focusing on building effective systems. 
This toolkit includes an outline of all Standard Operating Procedures (S.O.P.) for each department of Union Church 
within three categories: Ministries, Outreach and Experience.



Section 1: Ministries 
Full Page



Union Kids S.O.P.
Section 1 -  Overview

Purpose
The purpose of the Union Kids team is to help kids know God while having fun in a safe environment. We help kids 
experience God on their level.

Responsibilities   
Union Kids is responsible for creating a safe place for kids to have fun and build (develop) their faith. The Union Kids 
team cares for kids ages 6 weeks through 11 years of age.
  
Our Values
Have Fun, Love God, Love People, Do Your Best
 
Team Roles

Director– Develops leaders at a campus, cares for and pastors the team, ensures the central strategy is successfully 
implemented, and ensures the overall growth of the team

Coordinator– Implements the campus expression of the central play for their designated team, responsible for the 
overall care of the team which they oversee (Infant/Toddler. Preschool/Elementary, Family Connections)

Team Lead– Facilitates the play on Sunday, ensures all team members are in place, ensures that the team has everything 
they need to be successful

Team Member– Executes the play on Sunday and cares for the kids

NOTE: ALL UNION KIDS VOLUNTEER ROLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE  BACKGROUND CHECKED.

Section 2 -  Safety

Purpose 
Safety is our PRIORITY in Union Kids. We strive to create SAFE and FUN environment for kids. This document 
outlines key elements of our safety policy. This policy helps us raise the bar for safety in our ministry.  

Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of every Union Kids member to keep the children entrusted to us safe.  
 
Policy

Restroom
Our goal is that children would use the bathroom unassisted or have their diapering needs attended to in the nursery 
or toddler room with a second adult present.  Under no circumstances should a dream team member be alone in a 



bathroom stall with a child.  Bathroom runs should be completed with 2 witnesses for accountability. There should be 
two adults or teen volunteers 16 years of age or older.  When diapering a child, a second adult must be present. If there 
is not a second adult in the room, call for a team lead or another leader to assist.  Male volunteers are not permitted to 
change diapers.  
 
Appropriate Affection
We love the kids that we get to serve. If we want to show them God’s love through physical touch, we have an obligation 
to do that in a meaningful way.

Try This Avoid This

High fives
Thumbs up
First bumps
Side hugs

Snuggling
Cuddling
Tackling
Kissing
Holding hands

Policy
 
Identification 
All children checked into Union Kids must be wearing a Union Kids tag. If the student loses the tag or the tag is 
damaged, volunteers should request a Coordinator or Director to reprint another one.

If a child enters the classroom without a tag, the classroom leader should request the team lead or coordinator to instruct 
the parent to sign the child in if he or she has not been signed in or reprint their tag. 

When exiting the classroom, the identification tag should be removed from the child to indicate that the child is no 
longer under the supervision of Union Kids. For additional details about the check in and check out policy, refer to the 
Check-In SOP.  
 
Supervision  
Under no circumstance should a child be permitted to leave the classroom without adult supervision. 

Children che\cked in to Union Kids are not permitted to leave the classroom to get water, get a snack, or use the 
bathroom without adult supervision. WHY: not everyone in the hall is background checked. Our commitment to 
parents is that anyone interacting with their child while under the care of Union Kids will be background checked.  
Watching a child from a across the lobby does not count as supervision 
 
Engaging with Parents
When parents leave service, they often leave feeling refreshed. When they come from service to pick up their kid, we 
want to be sensitive to where their head and heart might be. When a parent picks a child up, do not lead with “Johnny 
was really difficult in class today.”  

If you need to address a specific behavior with a parent, a team lead, coordinator, or Director should have that 
conversation. You may be present in the conversation, but our leaders are specifically trained to appropriately have 



conversations with parents.

Section 3 -  Environments

Policy
We strive to create SAFE and FUN environment for kids to encounter God on their level. Each environment is tailored 
to help kids encounter Christ in a way that is developmentally appropriate for them.
 
Infant (6 weeks – 18 months)
Our primary focus in the infant setting is care and prayer. When parents drop their child off to an infant setting, the 
leader should greet the family with a smile and add any pertinent information to the sign in sheet.  

The leader should collect the child’s eating schedule and diapering needs.  
During the service, volunteers should pray the monthly verse over the child and engage with them in play.  

Volunteers should ensure that all the child’s belongings stay together, ensuring that an infant only eats food and drinks 
milk provided to them.  

When the parents pick the child up, the volunteer should inform the family when their child was fed and changed.  Every 
infant under the care of Union Kids should receive a diaper change.  
 
Toddlers (18 months - 3 years old)  
In our toddlers setting, we ensure children feel comfortable engaging in play and hear a Bible story about Jesus. When 
parents drop their child off to an infant setting, the leader should find out if the child has any allergies or has any 
diapering needs.  In the toddler setting, we do not feed children or provide snacks.  During the service, volunteers should 
allow children to engage in play for the first 20 minutes of service.  Following free play, children will engage in worship.  
Following worship, children will watch the Bible story for the day.  Children will be given the option to color.  Following 
the coloring sheet, the setting will return to free play.  
While in free play, the setting volunteers can begin to change the diapers of children who require a diaper change.

Preschool (Ages 3 – 5)
Our primary focus in the preschool setting is allowing kids to engage in play, while connecting with the story of Jesus. 
When parents drop their child off to a preschool setting, the leader should find out if the child has any allergies or 
anything else that requires special attention.  In the preschool setting, we do not feed children or provide snacks.   
During the service, volunteers should allow children to engage in play for the first 20 minutes of service.  Following free 
play, children will engage in worship.  Following worship, children will watch the Bible Lesson for the day.  Following the 
lesson, children will engage in activities to reinforce the lesson. Following the lesson, the setting will return to free play.  
 
Elementary (Ages 6 -11)
Our primary focus in the elementary setting is instructing kids about Jesus while allowing them to build community 
with their peers.  When parents drop their child off to an elementary space, the leader should find out if the child has 
any allergies or anything else that requires special attention.  In the elementary setting, we do not feed children or 
provide snacks.   During the service, volunteers should allow children to engage in play for the first 20 minutes of service. 
Following free play, children will engage in worship. Following worship, children will watch the Bible Lesson for the 
day.  Following the Bible lesson, children will be given the option to color.  Following the lesson, children will connect 



with their peers in small groups. These groups are meant to deepen their understanding of the lesson while they also 
build relationships with their peers.  Following small Group time, children will complete activities to reinforce the lesson.  
Following the activities, children can return to replay. We start with fun and end with fun.

Policy
We strive to create a welcoming environment for parents from the moment they step into the Union Kids hallway/lobby 
area. Our family greeters are present to connect with new and returning families.

Union Kids Lobby Connector
The goal of the lobby connector is to welcome families and get them connected to Union Kids. The Family Connections 
team will be warm and inviting, always ready to greet and connect with new families. Family connectors ensure our 
check-in area is clean and in order.
Family connectors ensure the check-in technology is functioning properly.

Section 4 -  Classroom Ratios

Purpose 
To provide guidance and instruction on managing classroom ratios during a Sunday Service in Union Kids.  
 
Safety is our PRIORITY in Union Kids. Ratios are designed to protect the families we serve and our volunteers. We are 
also committed to making room for first time guests. Therefore, our policy is also designed to make room for one more 
family to Know God.  
 
Policy 
The ratios shown in the table below represent the adult to child ratio. Teen volunteers support at half the capacity of 
an adult. For example, if the ratio for a room is 1:6 (1 adult: 6 kids), the student ratio for a student volunteer would be 
(1 student: 3 kids). In a classroom with 1 adult and 1 student, the max number of children for the classroom is 9. The 
Director has the authority to lower the ratio for a student volunteer based on individual capacity. The ratio for a student 
should never be raised above half of the adult ratio. Teen volunteers should not be left alone with children unsupervised.

Classroom Age Range Ratio

Infant 6 Weeks -18 Months 1:2

Toddler 19 Months - 42Months (1.5 yrs old - 
3.5 yrs old)

1:6

Preschool 3.5 - 5 Years old 1:10

Elementary 6 - 11 years old 1:15

 



Section 5 - Check-In & Check-out

Purpose 
Safety is our PRIORITY in Union Kids. The check-in and check-out process is designed to protect the families we serve 
and our volunteers. When children are safe and protected, we create an environment for them and their guardian to 
KNOW GOD.  
 

Policy 
 
Check-In 
When a child arrives at the classroom a volunteer will greet the child by name and with a smile. The volunteer will 
review the child’s tag for the number on the tag and the listed allergies. The volunteer will have a clipboard with a sign-in 
sheet attached. The volunteer will add the child’s name, tag number, and allergies to the sign-in sheet.  If the child does 
have an allergy, the teacher should highlight the child’s name on the sign-in sheet attached to the clipboard. 
 
Check-out 
When the parent comes to retrieve their child, they must hand the volunteer their parent tag.  
The teacher will compare the parent number to the number on the child tag.  Once the number has been confirmed, the 
volunteer should take the child’s tag off the child and throw it away. Removing the sticker indicates that the child is no 
longer under the care of Union Kids.  The volunteer can return the parent tag if the parent has more children to pick up. 
If the parent does not have additional children to pick up, the volunteer can throw the parent tag away. 

Section 6 - Snacks

Policy 
Due to allergy restrictions, outside snacks are not allowed to be consumed in toddlers, preschool and elementary.  
Parents may pack a snack for their nursery aged child, but the snack must be nut free.  If Union Kids provides a snack to 
your child, it must be nut free.  
If a child is hungry and requests a snack, the parent must be contacted to consent to the snack being provided.  On 
certain occasions, Union Kids will have a snack or food activity incorporated into the lesson. When this is the case, we 
will provide an ingredient list to the parent at check in.  Union Kids may provide candy as an incentive. Children will 
be celebrated with candy but advised to eat the candy at home.   If a Dream Team or staff child needs to eat a snack, the 
snack must be consumed outside the classroom since snacks are not provided to every child.

Section 7 - Leaders in Training

Purpose
Student volunteers are a tremendous asset to Union Kids. They are energetic, fun, and eager. Though they are mature 
and helpful, they are still under the age of 18 and require adult supervision and leadership. 
 



Policy 
Student Volunteers are permitted and encouraged to: 

• Lead worship  

• Assist with signing kids in the classroom. 

• Lead aspects of games and lessons. 

• Show kids how to games and with toys. 
 

Student Volunteers are not permitted to:  
• Be alone with kids in the classroom.  

• Take children to the bathroom alone.

• Provide a report to parents on a child’s behavior.  

• Walk a child to get water or food in dream team central.

Section 8 - Child Dedications

Purpose
The purpose of Child Dedications is to invite families to raise their kids in a Godly community. The objective of Child 
Dedications is to get parents connected to marriage and family groups where they can connect with other families 
and discover what it means to raise their child in accordance with God’s word. Additionally, there is an evangelistic 
component to the child dedication ceremony; families having their child dedicated will invite their unchurched family to 
church to participate in the ceremony. It is our hope that while they attend the Sunday experience prior to the ceremony, 
their lives will be radically transformed by Christ.
 

Policy
Union Church conducts child dedications twice a year, once in the spring and once in the fall. Child Dedications should 
take place at each campus following the last experience held at the campus. The Child Dedication ceremony will be 
hosted by the Campus Pastor at each campus.
 
Dedication occurs following the last experience at each campus. During the benediction of the last service, the Campus 
Pastors should instruct parents, family and friends to return to the auditorium within 10 minutes. At the beginning of 
the dedication ceremony, the Campus Pastor welcomes friends and family to Union Church Child dedications. The 
Campus Pastors will give a brief dedication message that should not last more than 5 minutes.The Campus Pastors will 
call all married couples or single parents on the platform to line up. While the Campus Pastor is on stage, they  will 
anoint each child with oil. Following the anointing of the child, the Campus Pastors will instruct the entire room to pray 
a prayer of dedication and blessing over all the kids at once. Lastly, the Campus Pastors will thank everyone for coming 
and tell families to go to the lobby to receive their gift and take photos.
 
In the lobby there will be an area for families to take pictures and retrieve their gifts.



Section 9 - Behavior Management

Purpose
Our goal is to ensure that kids have fun while building their relationship with God. In order to have a safe and fun 
environment, boundaries must be established and enforced to ensure that every child gets the opportunity to have fun. 

Our goal with managing behavior in the classroom isn’t about punishments or rules. Rather it’s about teaching/guiding 
children towards Godly character and doing what’s best so every child has an opportunity to hear the message of Christ.
 
Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of the room leader to remove any distractions from the classroom which prevent kids from having 
fun and learning about Christ. The room leader should also address any behavioral distraction that is unsafe.
 
Policy
REDIRECT- Give a warning, explaining why the behavior does not align with our Union Kids Values. Provide an 
alternative activity or behavior.
REMOVE- If the child does not follow directions when you give them a redirection, it may be necessary to remove them 
from the situation or activity so they can calm down and prepare to rejoin the service. The room leader should call the 
Union Kids team lead to the classroom in order to remove the child.

RELATE- Use this opportunity to connect with the child on their level to understand if there is something going on in 
the child’s life that could be causing the disruptive behavior. How can we best serve this child?

RE-ENGAGE- When the child is ready, reintroduce them to their environment. If the behavior does not improve, 
engage the parent.

REINFORCE- Celebrate what you want to replicate. When you see behaviors in the class that align with the Union 
Kids values, celebrate them! Candy is a great way to do this.



Student Department S.O.P.
A detailed view of the Student department policies and procedures.

Section 1 -  Students Team Overview

Mission
We exist to unite the next generation to purpose.

Vision   
Everything we do at Union Students is a part of the vision of Union Church! We want to see students Know God, Find 
Freedom, Discover Their Purpose, and Make a Difference! Union Students is based on Psalm 133:1 “Behold, how good 
and pleasant it is when brothers dwell in unity!” (ESV). It is our goal at Union Students to help build a generation of 
young people who are confident in the word of God and grounded in their understanding of who God is.

Becoming a Leader   
We want every person that has a heart to serve the church to have a place to serve. With that being said, there is a 
process to becoming a leader in our ministry. Being a leader carries weight. Without going through the proper channels, 
some people may not be able to handle that. Here are the steps that all volunteers must go through before they begin 
serving in our ministry:

Onboarding Steps

• Complete the Growth Track.

• Have a Next Steps Conversation. (All Next Steps Conversations should be done using the NSC SOP provided by 
the Next Steps Department)

• Complete the background check process.

• Volunteers will be contacted via phone or email about the various areas to serve.

• Shadow Student Night, observe a student group, or serve in the lobby on Sundays. 

• After shadowing, the volunteer will have a more in-depth onboarding process they choose to serve on the 
student team.

• Receive SOP

• Add them to the Slack Channel.

• Add them to Planning Center.



• Tag them with their campus and team

• Integrate them into the team at the huddle.

Section 2 - Values

Overview

Community     
When students come, they should feel welcome. Family and community are at the core of our church and our youth 
ministry. We do our best to create a safe and inviting place for all students. A place where students can be heard and feel 
connected to others. 

Discipleship     
When you think of discipleship, always go back to the phrase “give a man a fish and he will eat for a day but teach a man 
how to fish and he will eat forever.” Union is not just about giving the students answers. It is about teaching them how to 
find the answers for themselves. That is why discipleship is key. Getting students connected with leaders is of the utmost 
importance.

Fun     
We want Union Students to be a place where students have fun. Something that students look forward to every month. 
No one wants to come back to a place where they were bored, so we will ensure that we are keeping the students’ 
attention and leaving them wanting more.

Creativity     
We understand that the world is different for young people now. There are a lot of different things trying to gain their 
attention. To connect to students, we must be creative. We must be risk-takers and we are willing to try anything short 
of sin to connect them to Jesus.

Servants     
We are called to be servants of the Lord Jesus Christ, so we must serve. Not only our community, but our church. Union 
Students should look for ways to serve the people of our church. Whether that’s mowing someone’s lawn or helping 
them move. Servanthood is a quality we will emphasize.

Growth     
We want to help facilitate growth both spiritually and mentally. The church is called to walk alongside people just as 
Christ did, to help cultivate growth. That means when we see specific gifts and abilities in students, we will call them out 
and help them grow those gifts. We want to partner with students to be all that they are called to be.

Partner With Parents     
Leaders and Pastors spend limited time with students. It is important to partner with parents, honoring their decisions 
and ensuring the best for the students. We must be able to give parents a clear explanation of our events so we can win 
them. When we win the parents, we win the students.



Allow the Holy Spirit to Move     
We can plan as much as we want, when the Holy Spirit moves, we will surrender our ideas and plans and let Him take 
control. This may not happen at every service, but we will not interfere with what God wants to do when it does. 

Based in Truth
Every message will have a purpose. Some topics may be tough for students to handle or understand because of personal 
beliefs, but we will not let feelings and worldly culture dictate truth. We will explain Biblical truths with love and grace, 
but they will never fall subject to culture.

Section 3 - Responsibilities

Sunday Morning Lobby Connector
Student Team members should be serving at least two Sunday services a month as a lobby connector. As a lobby 
connector, the goal is to establish the student department’s presence at each campus and to provide information to 
students and parents.

What It Looks Like
• Each campus will have its own lobby tables.

• The table should be covered with a black cloth and large signage should be visible from everywhere in the lobby.

• The iPad should be on the table and visible.

• Union Students touch cards should be on the table and visible.

• Team members should use the student-branded pop signs at each campus to bring awareness to the table.

Student Groups
Student groups are held in accordance with the Union Church group semesters (fall, summer, & spring). This is a time for 
our students to connect with their peers and find freedom. We ask that each of our student team volunteers host or co-
host at least two of the three semesters. Groups will have designated leaders that will facilitate conversation. Leaders are 
encouraged to be creative with how they engage students in their group as long as the curriculum remains at the biblical 
foundation of conversation. 

What It Looks Like
• Each campus will offer their own student groups.

• Each campus will follow the same student group structure but does not need to offer the same groups.

• Each campus student director is responsible for recruiting small group leaders according to their needs.

• Small groups can choose to meet in person or online and can meet about any approved subject.

Monthly Student Night
The last Sunday of every month is dedicated to our Middle & High school student experience. We meet at 6 o’ clock for 
Student Night so that students have a place to call their own. We have a worship experience with 2-3 songs followed by 
preaching. Preaching will be done by the youth pastor unless otherwise noted or advertised. As a ministry, we find that 
following the outline of the main service helps to create a smooth transition from youth to adulthood. So, we follow the 
same general sermon series, tailored to the age group.



What It Looks Like
• All Campuses will gather at our largest building for student night.

• Transportation will be provided from all other campuses.

• Marketing will be created by the central creative team and can be posted on the Youth Ministry’s social 
platforms.

• Creative themes and elements will be made in collaboration with the student staff and creative team.

• Each campus is responsible for organizing volunteers according to the needs of the ministry.

Section 4 - Student Night Roles and Responsibilities

Student Night Roles and Responsibilities
As a team member, you will work with your designated team lead to
accomplish serving responsibilities. Remember, we encourage our students to serve. You will have the final say, but 
the objective is to let the students lead and for you to be a support. Prospective volunteers will serve on a team in an 
introduction position for the first month. After that period, the team members can decide which student night team is 
best for them.

Teams Include (but are not limited to):
• Set-up and Tear-down

• First Impressions 

• Check-ins

• Safety & Security

• Production

• Worship

• VIP

• Next Steps (baptisms, growth track, and salvations)

Set-up and Tear-down Team
Every leader is a part of the set-up and tear down team. Oversee the completion of set-up in the main youth room and 
both studios. One studio will be used as a VIP (first time guest) room and the other as a quieter room for introverted 
students.

First Impressions Team
The First Impressions Team is responsible for assisting in the setting up and overall atmosphere of the lobby, auditorium, 
VIP room, and next steps room. Also, making sure there are people at all the entrances welcoming students. 
Video games and TVs are turned on.
The lobby area is clean and presentable.
The parking lot and lobby are set and complete before the team huddle.



Greeting students at the doors and welcoming students as they walk into the lobby.
Managing parking and ensuring smooth traffic flow.

Check-in Team
Make sure the Check-in stations are up and running so that we can get an accurate count of students. Once a student is 
checked in, they should receive a bracelet. If it is their first time, they receive a VIP bracelet and are invited to the VIP 
area to receive a gift. Record total number of students and VIPs each student night.
NOTE: If it is a student’s first time at Student night their parent may sit in the back of the auditorium during the service.

Safety and Security Team
Security is of the utmost importance to Union students. So, with the cooperation of the church’s security team, we will 
have security personnel at the site before, during, and after service to ensure the safety of all people attending our events. 
If adult volunteers would like to be involved in security, they can discuss the details with our security team and we will 
find a way for them to get involved. Responsibilities include manning bathrooms, stationing off areas, and knowing 
where first-aid is. In addition to security, we have our safety team which is filled with medical professionals that will help 
care for any students that get hurt. 

Production Team
Adults that have the skill and knowledge to run all aspects of our production (lights, sounds, ProPresenter, etc.) will 
carry our culture of excellence. In addition to being able to run the team, they should have the desire to teach the 
students how to run an experience. Positions include but are not limited to stage manager, production support audio/
visual, camera operator & producer.

Worship Team
There are two primary responsibilities for this team. One is to create an atmosphere of worship during our Student 
Experiences. The second is to create a team of students that are leading and play instruments alongside them. Adults 
will help direct the band and cultivate the gifts of our students that love music. The leader of the team will also pick the 
worship set.

Environment Team
Assists the student director in creating an atmosphere that aligns with the theme of the night involving the look, feel, 
smell, and flow of the night. This team is responsible for food set-up/tear-down, props/decor, and after-party activities.

Speaking Roles
Speaking opportunities include, but are not limited to, offering, announcements, games, etc.

Non-Union Night Teams

Community Outreach Team
In charge of finding different service projects that the student ministry can be involved in. It is our desire as a Church to 
be the tangible hands and feet of Jesus to our community.

School Outreach Team
Help “school ambassadors” communicate with school principals. Also, facilitate the preparation and plan for school 



outreach events. Help the students impact their schools in whatever capacity they need.

• Cultivate relationships with administrators and teachers in our local middle and high schools.

• Plan events for us to be on campus leading assemblies, lunch activities, teacher appreciation events, etc.

• Partner with students so they can be the hands and feet of Jesus to their classmates.

Section 5 - Onboarding Process

VIP (First Time Guests) Team
In charge of connecting with all the guests after they have visited a Union Night. Meet them after service and follow up 
with them during the week; send a gift, a letter and invite them to join us next week. Make sure guests are connected 
with the age group leader.

A. Set up tables, stock snacks, set up lights & speakers, and ensure that there is a good atmosphere in studio 2.
B. Provide food for first-timers and their friends if they brought them.
C. Ensure that the first-time students fill out their VIP connection card at the door. Capture metrics & record data.
Connect with first-time guests during the week inviting them to join us the following Sunday for our experience or for a 
student group.

VIP Example Text Communication

1st-2nd Visit
We need to notice them, if we see a student that looks new everyone should know to ask and invite them to the VIP area. 
The VIP area will be in Studio 2 and students can go there after the service where we will have pizza for them.

**We do not leave the conversation at the door; the First Time Guest team should be reaching out to our first-time guests 
by Tuesday via text.

Tuesday Text
The goal is to start a conversation. After the conversation, invite them back for our next event or small groups.

Script: 
Hi {name} this is {insert leader name} from Union Students. We are so excited that you decided to visit us this past 
Sunday! We hope that you felt welcomed and loved. On Tuesdays our student team prays for all of our students, Is there 
anything you need prayer for?

Thursday Text
On Thursday invite them to Sunday morning Student Section (Service Time TBD/Campus specific) to sit in the student 
section.

Script:
Hi {name} this is {insert leader name} from Union Students. We prayed for ___ this week. Our Student Team would also 
like to pray with you this Sunday before service! What campus do you attend on Sundays? Awesome! One of our team 
members will be waiting to connect with you before ___ service. Then we would love to sit with you in our student 



section. Can you come 15 minutes before the service?

2nd-3rd Visit

Tuesday Text

Script: 
Hey {name}, it was so good to see you again this past Sunday in our Student Section! Just wanted to let you know that we 
are going to be in the front section of the auditorium again this Sunday at {service time} and we would love to see you!

Thursday Text

Script:
Hey {name}, this week we have student groups meeting at every campus. We would love to see you there! Don’t worry if 
you have never been, I can connect you with your small group leader before groups start! Do you think you’ll be able to 
make it?

Baptisms, Growth Track, Salvations & Graduation Team
In charge of connecting students to their next steps in their walk with God through water baptism or joining a dream 
team. This team is also responsible for recording salvations and bridging the gap between high school and college.

Ensure that the students fill out an online connection card indicating which next step they would like to take. Capture 
metrics and record data.

*May Student Night Only* Set up the annex room as a “seniors only” room and provide seniors with information on how 
to stay connected in the church, connect them to a local church at their college campus and train them to lead a campus 
group.
 
Salvation Script:
Hey {name}, this is {leader name} from Union Students! We are so excited that you decided to give your life to Christ. 
It is truly the best decision you could ever make! We are celebrating you this week. As you start your journey as a new 
believer, we would love to get you connected to your group leader {leader name}. Also, we would love to pray with you! 
Let us know if there is anything specific we can pray about.

Section 6 - Policies

Supervision of Students
The youth ministry staff and volunteers are responsible for the supervision of students during ministry activities, 
including observing the environment and equipment for unsafe situations, removing students from potentially 
dangerous conditions, and reporting problems immediately. Ministry staff should ensure that anyone who has not been 
screened and approved for ministry service does not have unsupervised access to students. Supervision of students will 
be guided by the two-adult rule described in the next section.



Parents are responsible for their children until the time the activity is scheduled to begin and after the activity’s 
scheduled ending time. Activity leaders are responsible for publicizing activity times. When students arrive at any 
church ministry or program, they are expected to remain in that program until the program ends and supervision is 
transferred back to parents. Students may not leave the program early without parental permission communicated to 
youth ministry staff and/or volunteers. A student’s failure to follow this policy will be considered unacceptable behavior, 
and discipline policies will be enforced (see separate section on student discipline).

Youth ministry leaders are not responsible for students who do not show up at a ministry activity, even if a parent 
believes they are at the activity. Parents are welcome to ask youth ministry staff about the attendance of their child 
at ministry activities, including one-on-one mentoring meetings. Providing attendance information to parents is not 
considered a breach of confidentiality.

When participating in on-campus activities, junior and senior high students may use the restrooms without an escort, as 
long as they inform an adult leader where they are going. That leader should watch to ensure they return.

The Two-Adult Rule
The two-adult rule states that there must always be two non-related adults present when supervising one or more 
students. This rule is designed for the safety of adults as well as minors and is required across all ministry areas with few 
exceptions (see guidelines for these cases below). Compliance with the two-adult rule includes the following:

• There must always be two adults present when supervising one or more students.

• The adults must not be related family members (a married couple would be considered “related”) 

• The adults should be in sight of each other at all times.

Exceptions to the Two-Adult Rule
The purpose of the two-adult rule is to ensure the actions of any one leader are known to at least one other leader and to 
support leaders in ministry. Guidelines for exceptions to the two-adult rule follow this intent—that even when only one 
leader is present, the actions of that leader are known and visible to others. This is accomplished by the adult choosing to 
be in visible and public locations, and by communication with other ministry staff.

 
The Two-Adult Rule in Student Groups
Our ministry uses breakout rooms for student group times. There may be times when a room will only accommodate 
one student group at a time. When this occurs, windows should be unobstructed (curtains or blinds open) AND the 
door left open. The student group leader should place him/herself in visible sight of the hallway/entrance so that they 
may be seen from outside the room. An adult leader should periodically walk by the breakout rooms to ensure these 
policies are in effect.

One-on-One Mentoring Meetings
One-on-one meetings between students and screened leaders are an important part of ministries with junior and senior 
high students.



The following guidelines must be followed:

Visible Location
Meetings should take place in a visible area in a public place (e.g., coffee shop, restaurant, visible park area). Adult leaders 
should never meet with a student in a private home unless the student’s parent or another screened adult is in the 
home and can view the adult and student at any time. The location should be within a couple miles of the church or the 
student’s home or school (i.e., advisors should not be planning one-on-one meetings at the beach or other destinations 
outside the local community)

Driving Students
Adult leaders may drive students to and from meetings if they inform their supervisor of this arrangement in advance 
(see below) and they adhere to the guidelines listed in “Driving Students” under “Off-Campus Activities.”

Students in Junior High
Parent permission must be obtained for any one-on-one meeting with students in junior high. Leaders need parental 
permission each time they meet with students regarding when and where the meeting will take place and how students 
will get to and from the meeting.

Students in Senior High
At the beginning of each school year and when students enter the program mid-year, parents will be informed that 
leaders may occasionally meet with students one-on-one. Parents will be asked to provide their signature to indicate 
they have been informed of this and other policies and procedures. If the Student Ministry has signed permission, the 
parent does not need to be notified of specific meetings; however, the student director must be notified (see below). If the 
ministry area does not have signed parent permission, then parent permission must be obtained for any specific meeting 
between the leader and student.

Inform Supervisor of Meeting 
Before meeting with a student, the following information should be provided by the leader to the youth director (or 
designee):

• Name of student

• Date and time of meeting

• Location

• Whether the student will be driven by the adult leader

• Names of any other youth or adults who will be attending

• For students in junior high, how parental permission was obtained

Unplanned Situation With Only One Adult
Occasionally, leaders will find themselves without another adult present due to unforeseen circumstances. The following 
procedures should be followed.

Immediately inform supervisor in these cases, the adult leader should immediately inform his/her supervisor or the 



supervisor’s designee (by cell phone or text message) about the situation, including information about where they are and 
who is present. The supervisor or designee will advise the adult leader about what to do (e.g., cancel the activity, proceed 
with the activity, notify parents). The adult leader should also immediately contact the supervisor or designee if a second 
adult leader arrives or when the students have been released from the activity to their parents.

Visible Location—Any time there is only one adult present, the group must be in a visible public location with an 
unobstructed window or open door if indoors.

Multiple Students Present—A leader should not be alone with one student (except in prearranged mentoring meetings 
described above). If multiple students are present (e.g., 3 or more), this is acceptable in some cases, although the 
supervisor should still be consulted about how to proceed. If a leader finds him/herself alone with a student for a 
ministry activity, the activity should be canceled, and the parent notified.

Youth Serving as Leaders
We encourage senior high school students to serve as leaders for students in younger grades. A youth leader may count 
as an adult under the Two-Adult Rule if a non-related adult who is at least 18 and out of high school is also present. It is 
preferable for the second adult to be a more experienced person who can mentor the youth leader. Two youth leaders 
serving without any other adults’ present would not satisfy the two-adult rule. Youth serving as leaders for younger 
students will participate in youth leadership training regarding the protection of children.

Relationships
A leader may not date a student under any circumstances, with one exception: If a high school student is a student leader, 
the student may date another high school student. A high school leader of junior high activities may not date a junior 
high student. When the leader becomes a non-high school student (through graduation or other means) either the dating 
relationship is to be put on hold, or the leader shall step down from the leadership role until such time that both members 
of the couple are no longer high school students.

Physical Contact Policy
Our church is committed to protecting youth in its care. To this end, our church has implemented a ‘physical contact 
policy’ which promotes a positive, nurturing environment for our Youth Ministry programs. The following guidelines 
are to be carefully followed by anyone working in the youth program:

1. Side hugs, pats on the back and other forms of appropriate physical affection between staff members or volunteers 
and youth are important for youth’s development and are generally suitable in the church setting.

2. Inappropriate touching and inappropriate displays of affection are forbidden. Any inappropriate physical contact, 
touching or displays of affection should be immediately reported to an immediate supervisor, the Youth Pastor / 
Director or the Pastor.

3. Physical contact should be for the benefit of the youth, and never be based upon the emotional needs of a staff 
member or volunteer.

4.  Physical contact and affection should be given only in observable places or when in the presence of other youth or 
youth staff members and volunteers. It is much less likely that touch will be inappropriate or misinterpreted as such 
when physical contact is open to observation.

5.  Physical contact in any form should not give even the appearance of wrongdoing. The personal behavior of staff or 



volunteers in the Youth Ministry must foster trust at all times. Personal conduct must be above reproach.

6. Do not force any physical contact, touch or affection upon a reluctant youth. A youth’s preference not to be touched 
must be respected.

7. Youth staff and volunteers are responsible for protecting youth under their supervision from inappropriate or 
unwanted touch by others.

8. Any inappropriate behavior or suspected abuse by staff or volunteers must be reported immediately to an immediate 
supervisor, the Youth Pastor /Director or the Pastor.

Health Concerns/ Sickness/ Illness Policy
In order to keep all of our students as well as volunteers healthy physically there are some guidelines we must follow. In 
certain cases, some symptoms may warrant a student to stay home, those symptoms include, but are not limited to:

• Diarrhea

• Vomiting

• Jaundice (yellowing of the skin and/or eyes)

• Sore throat and/or fever

• Infected cuts or wounds, or lesions containing pus on the hand, wrist, an exposed body part (such as boils and 

infected wounds, however small).

•  The flu

• Any contagious illnesses

• Or if rest is recommended by a doctor.

Building Emergency Procedures
In the event of an emergency, leader responsibilities may include the following:

• Knowing how to correctly respond to and summon help for a medical emergency.

• Knowing how to correctly report a fire or smoke emergency using the 911 emergency numbers.

• Knowing the locations of the manual fire alarm pull stations in their area.

• Knowing the locations of the fire extinguishers in their area and how to use them.

• Knowing how to correctly respond to a fire warning alarm.

• Knowing the facilities lock - down/shelter in place procedure.

• Knowing designated shelter areas and precautions to take in the event of a tornado emergency.

• Becoming familiar with exit routes and knowing alternate exits to correctly respond to a call for an evacuation. 

• Closing all opened doors as they evacuate an area.



Fire and Smoke Emergencies

If You Detect Smoke And/Or Fire:

• Activate the manual fire alarm

• Initiate evacuation procedures for any occupants of the affected building(s)

• Call 911 (move to a safe area before making this call).

• Give your name, telephone number, and location.

• Describe the situation.

• If you know how to use a fire extinguisher and feel the best course of action is to attempt to extinguish the fire, 
locate an extinguisher and, without risking injury, attempt to extinguish the fire.

• If the fire is beyond the point of a safe attempt to extinguish it, isolate the fire by closing doors in the area before 
evacuating.

If The Fire Warning Alarm Sounds:
• Do not use the elevator.

• Immediately initiate evacuation procedures.Note: Evacuation route and holding areas should be checked/secured 
prior to the evacuation, if at all possible, noting a fire alarm could be a ruse to get people to evacuate to an area 
where they are more accessible or vulnerable to someone wanting to harm them. Evacuation should be toward 
ground level. If you encounter smoke or heat in a stairwell, proceed across that floor to another stairwell and 
continue evacuation to ground level, behind the door in case you have to quickly close it to protect yourself from 
oncoming smoke or fire.

• Proceed to the ground level and outdoors.
• Move upwind of the building at least 75 feet away from the building and beyond designated fire lanes. Go to your 

designated assembly area (if possible).
• Do not go to your automobile or attempt to move it from the parking lot. This could hinder access by emergency 

vehicles.

• Do not congregate near building exits, driveways, or roadways.

• Do not reenter the building until an X” all clear” is issued by the incident coordinator. (Note: The X “all clear” 
should be initially issued by the Fire Department.)

Building Evacuation Emergency
All leaders should know the emergency evacuation routes and procedures for the building, and their designated assembly 
area outside the building. Memorize the exit route closest to your work area or office.

If A Building Evacuation Is Initiated, Important “Dos” and “Donts” 

• Remain calm.



• Follow the instructions of the incident coordinator or emergency response team, if applicable.

• If you occupy an enclosed office, close the door as you leave.

• Use stairwells (do not use elevators) for evacuation. Be alert for other staff, members, and emergency agency 
personnel who might also be using the stairwells.

• Do not return for coats, purses, briefcases, etc., after you have left the area. 

• Do not smoke.

• Do not return to your area until the X all clear signal is given.

Intruder Emergency
When a hostile person(s) is actively causing deadly harm or the imminent threat of deadly harm or is barricaded within a 
building, the following procedures should be followed:

• Lock yourself in the room you are in at the time of the threatening activity.

• If communication is available, call 911 or other appropriate emergency #’s.

• Don’t stay in open areas.

• Do not sound the fire alarm. A fire alarm would signal the occupants in the rooms to evacuate the building and 
thus place them in potential harm as they attempt to exit. 

• Lock the window and close blinds or curtains.

• Stay away from windows.

• Turn all lights and audio equipment off.

• Try to stay calm and be as quiet as possible.

If for some reason you are caught in an open area, such as a hallway or main congregation area, you must decide what 
action to take. You can try to hide, but make sure it is a well-hidden space or you may be found as the intruder moves 
through the building looking for victims. If you think you can safely make it out of the building by running, then do so. If 
you decide to run, do not run in a straight line. Keep any objects you can between you and the hostile person(s) while in 
the building. Use trees, vehicles or any other object to block you from view as you run. When away from the immediate 
area of danger, summon help any way you can and warn others. If the person(s) is causing death or serious physical injury 
to others and you are unable to run or hide, you may choose to play dead if other victims are around you. The last option 
you have, if caught in an open area, may be to fight back. This is dangerous, but depending on your situation, this could 
be an option. If you are caught by the intruder and are not going to fight back, follow their directions and don’t look 
the intruder in the eyes. Once law enforcement arrives, obey all commands. This may involve your being handcuffed 
or made to put your hands in the air. This is done for safety reasons, and once circumstances are evaluated by law 
enforcement, they will give you further directions to follow. *This Emergency Action Plan cannot cover every possible 
situation that might occur.*



Section 7 - Abuse, Neglect & Sexual Misconduct

Sexual Misconduct Policy
To establish proper preventative measures to protect individuals against sexual misconduct as well as to specify courses 
of action in the case of allegations or an actual incident regarding sexual misconduct.

Standard of Conduct
All workers, volunteer, paid, full-time and part-time, of Union Church are expected to comply with the established policy 
on Sexual Misconduct. Any actions contrary to the church policy will be dealt with swiftly and may include disciplinary 
measures up to and including termination, as well as legal ramifications when applicable.

Definitions of Abuse
Child Sexual Abuse: Any sexual activity with a child–whether in the home by a caretaker, in a day care situation, a foster/
residential setting, or any other setting, including on the street by a person unknown to the child. The abuser may be an 
adult, an adolescent, or another child, provided the child is four years older than the victim” (National Resource Center 
on Child Sexual Abuse, 1992).

Sexual Activity: May be violent or non-violent, touching or non-touching, and is an exploitation of a child’s 
vulnerability and powerlessness. It involves children in sexual behaviors for which they are not personally, socially, and 
developmentally ready.

Sexual Misconduct: Inappropriate behavior relating to or involving a sexual nature.

Pre-Screening Of Workers
1. All paid workers, part time and full time, will fill out an application and a primary screening for volunteer workers  

application.

2. All volunteer workers will fill out a primary screening for volunteer workers application.

3. All workers, volunteer, paid, full-time and part-time, will be interviewed by an authority within the applicable 
department.

4. All workers, volunteer, paid, full-time and part-time, will provide a valid form of ID (i.e., state driver’s license, social 
security card, or other acceptable form of ID).

5. All full-time paid workers will sign a release for Criminal Records Check and undergo a criminal background check 
prior to any activity of employment with the church.

6. All workers in a leadership position with direct relation to children must have gone through our next class and have 
been interviewed by the Student lead team.

7. No applicant or volunteer ever convicted of a sexual related crime is eligible for service in a position with direct relation 



to children.

8. Any applicant or volunteer who is a survivor of child abuse in the past must meet with a staff member prior to service 
in a position with direct relation to children.

Common Supervisory Policies and Procedures
1. Two Adult Rule – minimum of two (2) adults in any setting or activity regarding children. Badges or signing in and out 

of children.

2. Any supervisor is responsible to address suspicious behavior or any behavior that may be contrary to church policy and 
to document and report such occurrences to the proper authorities.

Reporting Procedures
1. All allegations must be taken seriously.

2. All allegations should be reported to the established authority and/or Human Resources as immediately as possible. 

3. The established authority and/or Human Resources will notify the parents or legal guardian.

4. All situations will be handled forthrightly with due respect for people’s privacy and confidentiality.

5. Full cooperation will be given to civil authorities when applicable.No accused will be addressed by anyone other than 
the established authorities and/or Human Resources until the safety of the child or victim is secured.

Investigation Of An Allegation
1. All allegations will be investigated expeditiously by established authorities and/or Human Resources.

2. Any accused worker will be relieved temporarily of his or her duties until the investigation is completed.

3. All details, interviews, and information will remain confidential to those legitimately involved in the investigation. Any 
individual or group responsible for a breach in this confidentiality is subject to disciplinary action up to and including 
termination.

4. No individual involved in an allegation or anyone responsible for investigating an allegation will be retaliated against. 

Child Abuse/Neglect Policy

How Do Leaders Report It?
• Leaders will report any abuse to the Youth Pastor/Student Director or Security and the Youth Pastor/Student 

Director will take the proper steps in handling the issue with the state. Share all information (assumed or stated), 
and do not disclose any information to others not involved in the situation.



What Constitutes Neglect And/Or Abuse?

Physical Abuse:
Abuse or neglect means the injury of a child by any person under circumstances that cause harm to the child’s health, 
welfare, or safety, or the negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child by a person responsible for or providing care to 
the child. An abused child is a child who has been subjected to child abuse or neglect.

Neglect
‘Negligent treatment or maltreatment’ means an act or a failure to act, or the cumulative effects of a pattern of conduct, 
behavior, or inaction, that evidences a serious disregard of consequences of such magnitude as to constitute a clear and 
present danger to a child’s health, welfare, or safety, including but not limited to conduct prohibited under § 9A.42.100 
[endangerment with a controlled substance]. When considering whether a clear and present danger exists, evidence of a 
parent’s substance abuse as a contributing factor to negligent treatment or maltreatment shall be given great weight.

It is ‘endangerment with a controlled substance’ if the person knowingly or intentionally permits a dependent 
child to be exposed to, ingest, inhale, or have contact with methamphetamine or ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or 
anhydrous ammonia, including their salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, which are being used in the manufacture of 
methamphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers.

Standards For Reporting
A report is required when a mandatory reporter has reasonable cause to believe that a child has suffered abuse or 
neglect. A report will be made to CFSA in the state of which the minor resides.

Persons Responsible For The Child 
Any person can be a responsible person. If a student mentions any of the above acts to you, as a leader it is your 
responsibility to report it to the pastor so that they can handle the situation properly. If you hear something or see 
something, say something.

Information To Have Ready When Filing Report
• Name and age of minor.

• Home Address or frequented locations of the minor(s).

• Specific parent/guardian causing abuse.

• Number of other siblings in the home and their ages if known.

• Details of the suspected incident, if known.



Groups SOP
Section 1 -  Overview

Purpose

Groups have one simple purpose– to bring people together. We believe God created us to live in community with 
others and only then can we experience the full life He intends for us. We believe life change happens in the context of 
relationships. Meaningful relationships can be hard to find and Groups exist to make life-changing relationships relevant 
and accessible to you.

Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their labor: If either of them falls down, one can help the other 
up. But pity anyone who falls and has no one to help them up. Also, if two be down together, they will keep warm. But how 
can one keep warm alone? Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands is not 
quickly broken. Ecclesiastes 4:9-12

Groups Offer Three Things   

1. A Place to connect - We were not made to do life alone. God created us for community and Groups provide a place to 
connect with others, share life and grow in faith together.

Yes, whatever a person is like, I try to find common ground with him so that he will let me tell him about Christ and let 
Christ save him. 1 Corinthians 9:22 TLB

2. A Place to protect - It is through life together that our problems become smaller, and God uses others to bring support 
and encouragement to our lives. Groups become a place where others don’t just know your name, but care about what 
is happening in your life and want to support you in your spiritual journey.

We know what real love is because Jesus gave up his life for us. So we also ought to give up our lives for our brothers and 
sisters. 1 John 3:16 NLT

3. A Place to grow - We believe every person is created with God-given potential to make a difference in the world. 
Groups are a place where you can grow with others to become more like Jesus and reach the potential God has put 
inside you.

As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens another. Proverbs 27:17

Policy
We utilize a free-market group approach to groups. This means we want people to gather based on the things they enjoy 
and are important to them. Essentially, the things you are already doing in your life are the things that can make up your 
Group! Free market hosts form their groups around their gifts or interests.



All Groups Fall Within One of Nine Hubs:
• Men
• Women
• Marriage & Family
• Students
• Freedom
• Prayer
• Finance
• Lifestyle
• Outreach

Groups Meet Throughout the Year in Three Semesters:
• Fall & Spring - 10 weeks
• Summer - 6 weeks

Groups meet weekly or bi-weekly during each semester. Groups meet in a variety of places like homes, parks, 
restaurants, coffee shops, office buildings, and virtually. New groups start every semester making it easy to build 
community and enjoy different types of groups.

No matter the subject of the Group, each meeting should be made up of four things:
• Casual Fellowship - Laid back time for group members to talk and get to know each other.
• Activity or Discussion - This will vary based on what kind of group you’re leading. It could be an activity like 

frisbee or outreach or a discussion about a book or Sunday message.
• Prayer - Ask for prayer requests from group members and pray at the beginning and/or the end of each group 

meeting.
• Spiritual Component - This can be as simple as sharing something God is teaching you with the group or talking 

about a verse you read that week.

Planning Center Groups is used to manage all Group creation and online registrations.

Scope

We believe our church must grow larger and smaller at the same time. We grow larger to reach as many people as 
possible with the life-giving message of Jesus. We gather in Groups to build community and care for people.

Union Church is a church of Groups, not a church with groups.

Each group has one host minimum; Freedom Groups have three hosts. Each host is paired with a Coach. A Coach 
provides support to the Host throughout the semester.

Responsibilities

Team Structure



The Groups team is made up of a Groups Pastor, Groups Director, Hub Coordinator, Coach, and Hosts.

Groups Pastor: Reporting to the Executive Pastor of Ministries, the Associate Pastor is the primary oversight for 
Groups. The Groups Pastor is responsible for communicating the vision of Groups to the Campus Pastors and Groups 
Directors.

Groups Director: Reporting directly to the Campus Pastor and Groups Pastor, the Group director is the leader of 
the Groups team at the campus. The role is responsible for raising up and leading Groups leaders, caring for the team, 
and ensuring that Union Church’s vision for Groups is met at the campus level. In addition, they will communicate all 
announcements to hosts and coaches via Slack and email weekly. They will be responsible for sending out events and 
meeting invites to hosts, captains, coaches, and Hub coordinators. They will also be responsible for scheduling people 
to serve on Sundays between services. They are also responsible for all administrative support at the campus level for 
groups from communicating all details needed to Coaches and Hosts to scheduling and managing Planning Center 
Groups and workflows.

Hub Coordinator: This role is to support and assist all Coaches within a Hub. Also, to provide spiritual covering, 
guidance & care, and vision for the Hub. As the anchor for each Hub, Hub Coordinators lead a team of Coaches to help 
care for the Groups Hosts. They will be responsible for assisting with all training events and ensuring that attendance is 
tracked and next steps are taken.

Group Coach: This role is to support all Hosts during the Group season. Coaches are assigned to host and they provide 
spiritual covering, guidance, and care. Coaches check in with the Hosts on a regular basis via phone, in-person, text, or 
Slack. Coaches are also involved in recruiting and identifying new Hosts.

Group Host: This role is to facilitate and host Groups while helping each attendee take the next step in their relationship 
with God.

Events
In collaboration with the Experience Department, the Groups Department hosts “Hub Events”. Hub Events are generally 
one-night events geared toward Hubs such as Pray21, Men’s Night, Women’s Night, Financial One Day, Freedom 
Conference, etc. The purpose of Hub Events is to inspire participants to join community and to take a next step. Next 
steps include joining a group, committing their life to Christ, joining a Dream Team, getting baptized, attending church, 
becoming a member of Union, etc. Hub Events are held throughout the year, averaging one event per month.

Pastoral Care
The pastoral care process falls under the Groups Pastor. The Groups Pastor is responsible for the development and 
oversight of the pastoral care process. Pastoral care includes pastoral counseling, premarital counseling, and funeral 
requests. The Group Director’s primary responsibility is to manage the requests by ensuring that requests are routed to 
the Campus Pastor and select individuals designated by the Campus Pastor. 



Next Steps SOP
The Next Steps Department is responsible for ensuring that all people from first time visitors to leaders are engaged in 
taking their next step here at Union Church. 

We offer a pathway to connection via growth track and provide clear, concise and expedient communication to those 
desiring to know more about Union Church.

Section 1 -  Overview

Purpose
The purpose of Next Steps is to help fulfill Union Church’s vision by providing tools to help others discover purpose and 
to make a difference by providing a pathway to serving.

Responsibilities   
The Next Steps team is responsible for facilitating Growth Track weekly and baptism monthly.

Section 2 -  Growth Track Central Operations

Purpose
By following these standards the next Steps team will create uniformity in ensuring that every guest has a welcoming, 
inviting, engaging and fun experience, leaving a remarkable impression that would glorify and honor God. Leaders are 
properly equipped to create a weekend experience that is consistent with the Union Church Next Steps team standards, 
ensuring uniformity and clarity in the team’s commitment.

Responsibilities   
The Next Steps Team is responsible for facilitating Growth Track every Sunday and ensuring attendants have an 
engaging, distraction free class. Responsibilities include set-up of the space, testing video and sound, providing supplies 
for participants and welcoming all participants to Growth Track.

Definitions

• Growth Track Room: Room located next to the main entrance of Union Church where Growth Track classes 
are taught.

• Step 1: The first Growth Track class taught on the first Sunday of each month Topic: Introduction to Union Church
• Step 2: The second Growth Track class taught on the second Sunday of each month. Topic: Discover Your Gifts
• Step 3: The third Growth Track class taught on the third Sunday of each month. Topic: Discover Your Leadership 

Potential
• Step 4: The fourth Growth Track class taught on the fourth Sunday of each month. Topic: Join the Team
• GT Host: Introduces the class, hosts steps 2 and 4 and answers any questions attendees may have.
• Team Lead: Serves as the direct report for those serving.
• Room Host: Welcomes attendees into the room, directs them towards the snacks and their seats, helps with 



name tags, and engages them until the class begins.
• Tech: Manages the technical aspects of the computers, TVs, speakers and microphone to ensure that they are 

functioning well and that the videos run smoothly.
• Check-In/Greeter: Greets Growth Track attendees.

Procedures
Each Campus Will Need To Add Campus Specific Pictures In Their Appendix

1. Tech Setup (see the appendix section for figures):  

• Turn on the speakers and make sure they are turned to the highest volume. 

• Turn on TVs with remote 

• Make sure the volume is set to 100 on both TVs 

• Open the laptop and login 

• Open ProPresenter  
 
2. Steps to Set-up ProPresenter (if it is not open):

• Click on the Apple in the upper left-hand corner. 

• Click on system preferences. 

• Click on displays. 

• Click on arrangement. 

• Uncheck mirror displays. 

• Go back to ProPresenter. (click on output as the top right if the TV doesn’t reflect the growth track slide on 
ProPresenter) 

• Click the video appropriate for that Growth Track Step. (Make sure to play it to ensure it works well and that the 
sound is set up) 

• If you don’t hear anything, try turning the volume on the soundboard up. There should be a sticker under the 
dial that says “computer.” 

• Then click the Growth Track logo option. 

3. Ensure Spotify Playlist is ready: 

• Go to the Spotify application on your device (laptop, iPod, or iPad). Connect to the speaker.

• Click playlist.  

• Click Growth Track Playlist.  



• Put the volume up three quarters of the way (or until the sound has reached an appropriate volume). 

NOTE: Please, control music volume from Spotify application ONLY 
 
4. Ensure Microphone is on and EQ’ed: 

• Turn on the mic 

•  Have the host or another team member speak into the Mic and adjust the mike as needed. 

Growth Track Videos and Session Times 
Please see below for links to all growth track videos and length of time for each (as of August 2021). 

If a Growth Track attendee asks the length of time you can tell them the following: 
 
“Growth Track usually starts ten minutes after service and its Growth Track varies in length. Today is Growth Track 
step X (where “x” is today’s Growth Track Step) and the video and teaching is approximately “XX” (where “xx” is the 
length of time listed below).
 
Growth Track Step 1 36 min 2 secs (with intro approx. 40 minutes) 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tdbfdor9crcqct6/GT%20WK1.mp4?dl=0 
 
Growth Track Step 2 10 mins 36 secs (with intro and teaching approx. 30 minutes) 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tdbfdor9crcqct6/GT%20WK1.mp4?dl=0 
 
Growth Track Step 3 25 mins (with intro approximately 30 minutes) 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tdbfdor9crcqct6/GT%20WK1.mp4?dl=0 
 
Growth Track Step 4 10 mins 25 secs (with intro and teaching approximately 35 minutes) 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tdbfdor9crcqct6/GT%20WK1.mp4?dl=0

Once Class Starts Fade Music In and Out as Needed 

DO NOT fade music out until Growth Track Host is at the front of the room and has turned on the mic and signaled 
you.

Be sure to stay alert and watch the Growth Track Host for cues to turn on and off music 

Refreshment Set-Up (see the appendix section for figures): 
Each Campus Will Need To Add Campus Specific Pictures In Their Appendix

• Snacks should be high quality, not overly messy and a variety should be provided.
• Table should be placed near the entrance of the Growth Track room
• Set up snacks on tiered trays in the middle the table  
• Place drinks on the right hand side of the table. 



• Verify the following: 
• The number of rows and drinks in each row are the same. 
• All labels of the drinks are facing the front.  
• Place silver bowls on the left side of the table. 
• Fill up the drawers on the table with extra snacks.  

 
As of August 2021, the current snack line up is as follows: 

• Morning Services: Water, Pierrer Juice or San Pellegrino Sparkling Water, Muffins, Bel Vitas, Fruit and Nut Trail 
Mix, Kind Bars.

• Afternoon Services: Water, Izzie’s, Fruit and Nut Trail Mix, Milano’s, Pop Chips or Pop Corners, Smart Pop, and 
Full Size Chocolates.

 
Take Down (see the appendix section for figures): 
Each Campus Will Need To Add Campus Specific Pictures In Their Appendix

Room 
• Turn off TVs using the remote, close the laptop, place it in its designated storage area.

• Remove mic from the Teacher’s table and place in its designated storage area

Food
• Remove remaining food and drinks from the table.  

• Place food and drinks back in their storage bins within the cabinet and the snack table original boxes located in 
the cabinet. 

Growth Track Setup (Sunday)  
The call times for each team member are as follows:

• 1st service: Team members should arrive 1-hour before the start of first service

• All remaining services: Team members should arrive to Dream Team Headquarters 15 minutes before the start 
of the service they are scheduled and then worship before serving (i.e., if the team member is scheduled for 2nd 
service growth track, they are to arrive 15 minutes before and attend the 2nd service) 

• Team members attending service should sit towards the back corner of the auditorium and towards the end of a 
row so as to not disturb other attendees while leaving. 

• Each team member should leave at the beginning of Union Updates 

• Each team member should go to his or her assigned position

Room Setup (see the appendix section for figures): 
Each Campus Will Need To Add Campus Specific Pictures In Their Appendix
 

• Must be completed by Big Huddle (40 minutes before 1st service) 
• Set up chairs in 2 columns including (the amount of chairs set up should be based on average attendance) 



• Make sure the chairs in each row are touching and in a straight line. 
• Each row should be 1 chair spacing apart
• Place booklets on chair with name tag and pen
• Place the Teacher’s tablet on the table at the front of the classroom with the Teacher’s Manual on top and a bottle 

of water. 
• Make sure the Manual is flipped to the appropriate step.

Section 3 -  Volunteer Onboarding: Next Steps Conversation SOP

Policy
Next Steps Conversations should be conducted prior to anyone joining a Dream Team or leading a group.

Purpose   
To provide clear guidelines on how to conduct  Next Step Conversations (NSC) with Union Church members interested 
in joining a Dream Team or hosting a group.

Responsibilities   
Those who conduct Next Step Conversations should be discerning, take adequate notes to gather insight into the 
character of the interviewee and outline expectations of the Dream Team.

Dream Team | Next Step Conversation 
Purpose: To provide clear guidelines on how to conduct Next Step Conversations (NSC) with Union Church members 
interested in joining a Dream Team or hosting a Group. 

Defined Terms: 
• Growth Track 

• Honor Code 
 
Procedure: 
A NSC should be approximately 30 minutes and should be a face to face conversation in person or via Zoom. Special 
exceptions to face to face conversations must be approved by a Dream Team Leader. Adequate notes should be taken to 
gather insight into the character of the interviewee. 

Who can have a NSC?
Dream Team Coordinator
A highly trained Team Lead
Groups Hub Coordinator 
 

Potential Outcomes



Next Step Conversations are for the purpose of gauging the spiritual life and character of the applicant. Not every NSC 
will lead to a person hosting a group, joining the Dream Team or your particular team. We always want to point people 
toward a clear next step. 

Potential volunteers may be asked to: 

• Join a group to gain a healthy community 

• Join a freedom group to give them the tools needed to work through their issues in a healthy manner 

• Advance to training so they can be onboarded to the Dream Team 

• Be redirected to a team that better utilizes their skill set and / or spiritual gifts 

• Attend Sunday services / Saturday Prayer / Catalyst or complete Growth Track 
 

Courageous Conversations 
As we have NSCs and talk through the Honor Code we may encounter actions, thoughts or behaviors that do not align 
with scripture. While it is not our goal to condemn, as spiritual leaders, we have a responsibility to care for the spiritual 
health of people and to assist them in moving toward holiness. These conversations are very sensitive and should be 
handled with care and wisdom.

Holiness is the essence of God’s character. If we say that we are His followers, we are imitating Him and striving to 
become more like Him in every way. As believers we have been called to a life of holiness.

“As obedient children, do not be conformed to the passions of your former ignorance, but as he who called you is holy, 
you also be holy in all your conduct, since it is written, ‘You shall be holy, for I am holy.’” (1 Peter 1:14-16, ESV)”

Here are some tools you can utilize as you have these conversations:
The word of God is our standard. We don’t compromise on the standard. Our line is very clear: You must be moving 
toward holiness. It is our heart to help people become more Christ like in every area of their life. Don’t assume the worst. 
Sometimes people are not aware that what they are doing is sinful. Discuss salvation and Lordship first before we discuss 
a sin issue. Ask them to recount their salvation experience and pinpoint when they conscientiously choose to accept 
Christ. This establishes if they have submitted their life to Christ. If they have, they are called to live by His standards. 
If they cannot do this, it is an opportunity for them to receive salvation. Lordship means you are submitted to the 
authority of the Lord and His will for your life. What does He say about this? The best way to pastor people is through 
questions not statements. Ask leading questions. We do this to gauge where a person’s spiritual maturity is. 
What does it mean for you to be a Christian?  What authority does God’s word hold in your life?  Are you willing to 
receive help along your journey? Always give a next step. See potential outcomes above.  Based on your conversation, 
determine an appropriate next step. If a person is unapologetic, does not see any error in their behaviors / actions or 
understand the spiritual repercussions of their actions they should not advance to a serving role. Deeper counsel may be 
needed.  If a person displays contrition, acknowledges a need for change, and is willing to take action towards correction 
we are committed to helping them find action steps for their freedom and walking through the process with them. 
The goal is for a person not to move into isolation but to be a part of the community even if this cannot happen within 
the context of serving. 
 



Pre-Interview Checklist 
Please do the following prior to your interview: 

• Familiarize yourself with the NSC content.

• Check the interviewee’s profile on Planning Center. 

• Are there any steps of Growth Track left to complete? All volunteers must complete Growth Track even if it 
happens after they are onboarded. 

• Have they signed the Honor Code? 

• If Step 2 of Growth Track is completed make a note of their spiritual gifts.

Find a quiet distraction free location. Have a place to take notes to capture key details from your conversation. 
 
NSC Questions 
1. Question 1: How are you? How has your week been? What does life look like for you? Ask them general questions to 

help you get to know more about them. 

2. Question 2: How did you start attending Union Church and for how long? 

3. Question 3: What was your salvation experience like? This question gives you more background into how they came 
to know Christ and reveals their testimony. What they share in their answer may also give you insight as to where they 
are currently in their walk with Christ (spiritual maturity). If you are led to believe they are not saved, try to get them to 
surrender to God. If they said they “grew up in church,” ask leading questions such as When did you make a personal 
decision to receive salvation? When did you develop a relationship with Christ for yourself? 

4. Question 4: Are you a member of the church? What made you want to get involved in the Dream Team? This helps you 
understand a little more of their story. As a leader, it is good to take note of what drew someone in. We want as many 
people as possible to experience the joys of serving in the Kingdom of God. Understanding what got one person in the 
door may help get others in as well. Membership happens in Step 1 of growth track. 

 
5. Question 5: Have you completed Growth Track? Tell me about your spiritual gifts. If they have not completed Growth 

Track make a note of what steps they need to complete. Having an understanding of their spiritual giftings will give you 
an even better understanding of areas you can see them thriving in on the team. 

5. Question 6: What would you say you are especially skilled at or what comes naturally to you? The answer to this 
question may give you a better understanding of where they may be the best fit in the church. There may be an area 
that is better for them to serve in, and this may be an opportunity for you to share information about another team 
they may be interested in. 

6. Question 7: If money were no object, and you could wake up and do anything at all for work, what would you choose? 
Their answer to this question will give you a better idea as to if this team truly is the best fit for them or, if there is a 
possibility, they may thrive somewhere else. It could also help you determine what position on the team they would 
excel in.  

7. Question 8: The Honor Code. Please talk through the Honor Code and read with the trainee. There are a few 
questions that you will ask as you read through together. Talking through the honor code reinforces our standards but 
also allows for deeper conversation. Reviewing the honor code may highlight any current struggles that you may be 
able to pastor them through.



Major Key: What’s especially important to look for here is the heart. None of us are perfect and we’re all striving to be 
more Christ-like. If the person admits to struggling with some part of the honor code, reassure them that as team leaders 
and fellow believers, we are committed to helping them find action steps for their freedom. “Struggling with” is the key 
phrase here and where we see the heart. If the heart is not repentant, then the person is not ready to serve on the dream 
team and needs deeper counsel. 

Honor Code 
 
As an essential part of the Union Church Leadership family, you have a responsibility to develop and exhibit mature 
Christian behavior. This should be the basic premise of your desire to participate in a leadership position here at Union 
Church. 

While serving the Body of Christ as a leader at Union Church, you pledge to present a good appearance at all times. In 
both attire and behavior, you should strive to demonstrate Biblical standards in all situations. 
 
Question: What do you think about that statement? 
 
At all times it is our goal to represent Christ well not just with our outward appearance but in how we interact with 
others, the words that we speak, and through our actions. 
 
As Christians, the way we present ourselves to others is of vital importance to the way others perceive Christ. Our 
conduct should never be an embarrassment to Christ but should exemplify the best qualities of a mature believer and 
leader. 

By providing an example in speech and action, we encourage others to grow in Christ and become leaders themselves. 
This is a way of life measured by the heart and commitment of each leader in the Union Church family. We should regard 
it as an essential part of our development, not as an imposition or restriction.

Exemplifying the highest moral commitment, Union Church leaders are to maintain a disciplined life of Bible reading, 
prayer, and fasting. 
 Stop and state: “We’re going to talk through a list of standards that we expect our Dream Team members to live by. If 
any of them are an issue or an area of struggle for you, let’s take a moment to talk about it. Perfection is not a prerequisite 
for serving on this team, however if there is an area of your life that requires healing or repentance, we want to help you 
walk through a process of restoration.” 
 
You must also refrain from such things as: 

• Profanity | Don’t use foul or abusive language. Let everything you say be good and helpful, so that your words 
will be an encouragement to those who hear them. Ephesians 4:29 

• Smoking or chewing tobacco | You say, “I am allowed to do anything”—but not everything is good for you. And 
even though “I am allowed to do anything,” I must not become a slave to anything. 1 Corinthians 6:12 

• Gambling | Wealth and honor come from you alone, for you rule over everything. 1 Chronicles 29:12 

• Indulging in much wine or other alcoholic beverages | Don’t be drunk with wine, because that will ruin your life. 



Instead, be filled with the Holy Spirit Ephesians 5:18 

• Dishonest gain | Tainted wealth has no lasting value, but right living can save your life. Proverbs 10:2 

• Illicit drugs | Therefore, I urge you, brothers, and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living 
sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship Romans 12:1 

• Pornography | It is God’s will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual immorality; that each of 
you should learn to control your own body in a way that is holy and honorable 1 Thessalonians 4:3 

• Sexual immorality (sexual activity outside of marriage) Run from sexual sin! No other sin so clearly affects the 
body as this one does. For sexual immorality is a sin against your own body. 1 Corinthians 6:18 

• All behaviors which might cause Christ to grieve and others to stumble | Yes, each of us will give a personal 
account to God. So, let’s stop condemning each other. Decide instead to live in such a way that you will not cause 
another believer to stumble and fall. Romans 14:12-13

Question: Do you have any questions about anything based on what we’ve discussed?

This is another opportunity for you to find areas you can pray with them in. If they say no, continue. If they say yes, 
address their questions or concerns. We treat people based on their heart and not their flaws. If someone is struggling 
with pornography addiction and they are praying for freedom in that area, we embrace them, pray for them and walk it 
out with them while they serve. It is our goal to ensure that they are moving toward holiness. 
If someone is unrepentant (see courageous conversations portion above), unwilling, or unable to sign the honor code you 
can end the conversation here and let them know that you or a leader from the team will follow up with Next Steps. You 
can talk to your coordinator / director and present a plan on what their next steps are. 

If you are led to believe there is an issue, then tell them you or your coordinator/director will follow up with them about 
Next Steps. You can talk to your coordinator/director and present a plan for what those next steps are. 

If there are no causes for concern, please continue to have them sign the honor code if they have not done so yet.

Having read the Union Church Leadership Honor Code, I commit today to live by the standards expected of a member 
at Union Church.
Have the new team member sign the honor code or confirm they have already signed one. 

To receive a digital version of the honor code text UGT3 to 97000
 
At this point you can transition to team specific questions, describing how the team works and how your shadowing/
training system works. 

Explain SLACK and Planning Center Online if they are not already connected. Let them know what’s next for the team 
if they want to continue with your team. If they decide they want to try another team be sure to connect them directly 
to the next team of their choice. 

Other Information: 
• Our training follows this basic structure: 
• I do, you watch, we talk 



• I do, you help, we talk 
• You do, I help, we talk 
• You do, I watch, we talk

Remember to: 
• Add notes to NSC workflow for the Dream Team Coordinator. 

• Send them their training date and where they should report to and who they will be meeting up with. 

• Send them an invite to Slack.

• Explain Slack guidelines 

• Add them to Planning center services 

• Explain Planning Center guidelines.

Section 4 -  Growth Track Host Training

Policy
Growth Track Hosts can serve in this position by invite only and will be approved to serve in the role by the Associate 
Pastor or Executive Pastor. Growth Track Hosts must be a trusted member of the church, dynamic communicator, 
attractional, and have a working understanding of and embrace the culture of Union Church.

Purpose   
The purpose of the Growth Track Host is to help ensure that the Growth Track experience is warm, informative and 
personable. This SOP will detail the host training process.

Responsibilities   
The Growth Track Host is responsible to greet participants at the start of the Growth Track session, give a brief 
explanation of the content of the class, and answer any questions participants may have.

Growth Track is the primary means by which people get connected to the church. The goal is that people take a next 
step after attending growth track. A next step = salvation, joining the dream team, a group, or baptism.

Expectations
The Growth Track Space:

• It should be welcoming (not intimidating).

• The mood should be celebratory (“We’re excited that you are taking your next step!”).

Hosting
• Communication style should be dynamic! Meaning:



• Authoritative (I know the information well).

• Concise & Clear (Follow the facilitator guide).

• Joyful and high energy delivery of content.

Best Practices
• Wear it well!

• Appearance should be neat and presentable.

• Name tag should be visible.

With each step of Growth Track we are doing 3 things:

• Welcoming people and sharing our excitement that they’ve taken a next step.

• Creating an expectation.

• “In today’s class we are going to learn about…”

• Recapping and giving a next step. A next step example: Join us next Sunday for our next session of Growth 
Track, check out our groups director to find the perfect group for you, and take some time this week to read 
more in depth through your spiritual gift assessments results, etc.

Training Schedule
• First Session: Step Three or Step One

• Second Session: Step Three or Step One

• Third Session: Step Four

• Fourth Session: Step Two

Training will occur in 3 phases:

1. Observation
This should happen during a live growth track teaching on a Sunday.

2. Practice and Coaching Feedback
Potential Hosts should be given the Growth Track Facilitator’s guide to rehearse and familiarize themselves with the 
material. They should practice including personal touches (as appropriate) and their delivery of the material. Trainer will 
coach them and provide feedback as needed.

3. Formal Audition
When the Next Steps Director is confident that the potential host has learned the material and is ready to host, a video 
audition will be conducted. The video will be submitted to the Associate Pastor who will decide if the Host is ready to 
proceed in the role.



Section 5 -  Growth Track Host SOP

Purpose   
To detail the tasks and expectations of Growth Track Hosts.

Responsibilities   
The Growth Track Host is responsible to greet participants at the start of the Growth Track session, give a brief 
explanation of the content of the class, and answer any questions participants may have.

DEFINITIONS
Growth Track Speaker: Person who introduces, teaches, and closes out Growth Track Sessions 
Team Lead: Next Steps Team member in charge of operations during a Growth Track Session 
Tech: Next Steps Team member in charge of Growth Track Session production 
 
Procedures
OVERALL EXPECTATIONS 
Arrive and check in with Team Lead for the day at the end of service first service 
Lead Growth Track for each Growth Track session  
Look presentable and professional (where nametag- metal if staff; check in or growth track name tag) 
Be available and ready for questions at the end of each session 
Know the material and be ready to step in if necessary 
 
IN-PERSON GROWTH TRACK PROCEDURES 
Check in with Team Lead 
Arrive to Growth Track room ready immediately after church lets out 
engage with guests 
Ten (10) minutes after church ends or when Team Lead signals go to front of room and introduce Growth Track (follow 
script in leaders’ guide on table) 
As video begins to play leave the podium 
Dependent on Growth Track session you may be able to leave and come back in time for video ends 
If you leave the room please return by 5 minutes before the end of the session. Please check with Tech person for exact 
time 
 
NOTE: Team Lead will also SLACK or otherwise get in contact with you to come back for close out 
Once Pastor begins to pray at the end of the video, walk to the front of the room quietly. You should be ready to speak as 
soon as Pastor stops praying.
 
Depending on the Growth Track Session you will either close out or begin teaching. Please follow the script. 
For Step Two, begin teaching with first test 
For Step Four, begin to describe each team 
Once you are finished closing out, stay standing at the front to answer any questions or talk with guests who desire to 
chat with you.



Section 6 -  Next Steps Team Member Onboarding SOP

Purpose   
By following these standards, the Next Steps Onboarding team creates uniformity in the following process, ensuring 
that every Growth Track participant has a seamless transition from guest to Next Steps Team member. Leaders are 
properly equipped to create a simple way to join the church’s volunteer team that is consistent with the Union Church 
Next Steps Team standards, ensuring uniformity and clarity in the Onboarding Team’s commitment.

Responsibilities   
The Next Steps Coordinator and Team Leads are responsible for ensuring that potential team members are 
communicated to and onboarded in a timely manner. They are also responsible for ensuring that new team members are 
adequately trained and receive necessary SOPs.

DEFINITIONS 
• Follow Up: After step 4, members of the Onboarding Team will make sure the individuals interested in joining a 

Dream Team are contacted, scheduled, trained and actively serving.  

• Dream Team Step 4 Follow Up Report: Excel sheet on the Next Steps Sharepoint, under the Onboarding Team 
folder, that lists the people who have completed Step 4. It tracks a person to a successful addition to the Union 
Dream Team. 

• Planning Center Online (PCO) Services: App service used by Union Church to schedule weekend volunteers. 

• Planning Center People: App service used by Union Church to capture information on all people who provided 
data to Union Church via connect cards, Growth Track Connection cards, Union Kids registrations, and giving.  

• Workflows: A subset of PCO that allows creation of a step-by-step system to track every guest/ dream team 
interest. 

• Onboarding: The process of matriculating a new member from the completion of step 4 to a Dream Team. 
 
Next Step Onboarding Procedure 
The Onboarding team is responsible for onboarding people who are interested in joining the Next Steps Team.
 
Schedule a Next Step Conversation 
Log into PCO people and click on next steps workflow. 
Add the team interests into the workflow by clicking on “Add someone to workflow” 
Reach out to the individuals who selected Next Steps as their first choice via phone call first then their preferred method 
of contact within 48hrs of Step 4 of Growth Track.   
 
Send an email if you are not able to reach them by phone or text. It is highly recommended that each team set up a 
Calendly account so that potential volunteers can independently set up a day and time for a Next Steps Conversation. 
Your Associate Pastor can help facilitate access to Calendly. Next Steps Conversations can occur in person or via zoom.
(See Appendix 1 for sample email)
 
DO NOT check “save this note to XXX profile”- this will make any notes you make public to anyone who has access to 



view this person’s profile. 
 
Schedule the individual for a Next Steps Conversation and send them a  confirmation email.

Send a confirmation email to the team interest with specific details about the meeting (copy and paste the zoom meeting 
invite including the link into the email) see Appendix 2

Notify the leader scheduled to have the Next Step Conversation with the  team interest and copy them on the 
confirmation email to the team interests. 

Once the NSC conversation has been completed and the DT leader has reviewed the notes please schedule team interest 
for training within the next 2 Sundays. 

Once a date has been established, send the team interest a PCO request and confirmation email. Copy the oversight 
person scheduled to train them on the confirmation email and introduce them to the team interest. See Appendix 3. 
 
Add Team Member to Next Steps Rosters 
Once training has been completed and the person has joined the team, add them to PCO Services and the campus Next 
Steps PCO Group
 
How to add to PCO Services: 

• Log into Planning Center Online 

• Make sure you are logged into Planning Center Services 

• Click on people tab at the top  

• Click on teams and select Next Steps team under the weekend experience service type 

• Click on a position and you will see the “Add Person” button 

• Click on the button and type in the person’s name  

• Do this for all the positions except for Baptism Oversight, Oversight, Baptizer and GT Host 
 
How to add to Campus PCO Group: 

• While still logged in on PCO, click on the word services on the top left corner and a drop down will pop up.

• Click on groups 

• Select the Next Steps group for your campus

• At the top right corner, you will see the “add member” button 

• Click on the button and type in the person’s name and follow the prompts to add the person

How to add to SLACK:
• Once added to the Planning Center Online, please notify the Dream Coordinator to add them to the campus 

Next Steps Slack Channel.

• To add people, click your campus slack label



• Click invite people to and type in their email address or copy the link and send it to them directly. After they set 
up their profile you will be able to add them to the campus Next Steps Channel.

• Finally, send a welcome email to the new team member with links to the Growth Track and Baptism SOPs. This 
email should be sent from Planning Center. See Appendix 4 

Log into Planning Center Online :
• Click on the search icon and search for the person’s name 

• Click into the person’s profile and click on their email address 

• An email window will pop up and at the top you will see a title (subject) with a drop down arrow. Click on the 
drop down arrow and select “Welcome to the team | Next Steps Team”  

• The email template will populate. The SOP links are already embedded in the email 

• If you are sending the email to multiple people, you can add other names under “To” 
 
APPENDIX
Appendix 1: Interest in joining Next Steps (Follow up if initial phone call was unanswered) 
 
Template for teams with a Calendly account:

Hello (Insert name)! 

If you’re receiving this email, it’s because you’ve decided that you have a heart to connect with God’s people through our Next Steps 
Team! We are excited to get you connected. The next step in the volunteer onboarding process is to have a Next Steps Conversation. 
This is an opportunity for us to explain more about the team, volunteer expectations, and to learn a little more about you. 
 
We typically do Next Step Conversations virtually via zoom throughout the week. We have enclosed a calendar for you to schedule 
a time slot below. You can choose a day and time that works best for you. Hope to connect soon!  
We know you will make an impact here! 
 
Best,  
(Insert Name) 
Next Steps Team

Template for teams without a Calendly account:
Hello (Insert name)!

If you’re receiving this email, it’s because you’ve decided that you have a heart to connect with God’s people through our Next Steps 
Team! We are excited to get you connected. The next step in the volunteer onboarding process is to have a Next Steps Conversation. 
This is an opportunity for us to explain more about the team, volunteer expectations, and to learn a little more about you.
  
We’d love to have a Next Steps Conversation with you as soon as possible! Please respond with the earliest day and time that works 
best for you, preferably within the next two weeks. I hope to hear from you soon. 
 
We know you will make an impact here! 



 Best, 
(Insert Name) 
Next Steps Team 
 
 
Appendix 2: Confirmation of NSC date:
cc. Coordinator/Team Lead scheduled to have the NSC 
Hello (Insert name)! 
We are so excited to get you started on our team! You have been scheduled for your next step conversation on (Insert training date) 
at (Insert  time). When you arrive, you can meet (Insert Coordinator/Team Lead ) at the growth track room located to the left of 
the main entrance. (Insert Team Lead’s name), please welcome (Insert name)! 

If it is a zoom meeting instead of talking about meeting in the GT room, provide virtual meeting details. 
 
(Insert name) 
Next Steps Team

Appendix 3: Confirmation of scheduled training date with Next Steps
Sample email to confirm the agreed upon training date to the trainee, cc the scheduled team lead. 
 
Subject: Welcome to the Team | Next Steps 
Hi (Insert name)!

I am so happy that you are joining the Next Steps Team! You have been scheduled to shadow on (Insert training date) at the (Insert 
service time) service. The call time is (Insert call time). When you arrive, you can meet (Insert team lead’s name) in the Growth 
Track room to check in. It is our church motto to “serve one, worship one,” so once checked in, you will be able to worship during the 
(insert service time) service and then shadow during the Growth Track class immediately following service.  
 
(Insert team lead name) please welcome (Insert name) to the team! 
 
Best, 
 
(Insert your name) 
Next Steps Team

Appendix 4: Welcome to the Team | (insert Campus name here) Next Steps Team 
Dear ______, 
 
If you’re receiving this letter, it’s because you’ve decided that you have a heart to connect with God’s people through joining the Next 
Steps Team! We are excited to get you acquainted with our team members, our role within the Dream Team and get you connected 
to community.  
 
As the Next Steps Team we strive to welcome people into the family, help them discover their unique design and God-given gifts 
and where they fit in building God’s kingdom. We also help people make a public declaration of their walk with Christ through 
facilitation of Baptisms! 



In this packet, you will find our the following: 
Standard operating procedure (SOP) for Growth Track:  
This is a document with detailed information on how to prepare for and run Growth Track every Sunday including positions and 
responsibilities of those serving 
SOP for Baptisms:  
This is a document with detailed information on how to prepare for and run Baptism every Sunday including positions and 
responsibilities of those serving 
Please review them and hold on to them for future reference. 
 
Also , be sure to download the Slack and Planning Center Services apps.  
Slack is where all the Dream Team as well as the Next Steps Team communication happens, so please be sure to check it regularly.  
The Planning Center Services app is used for scheduling. You have the opportunity to sign up for the dates and times you would 
like to serve but you will also receive serving requests if you do not sign up or if we need additional hands on a Sunday. 
 
We are delighted to have you on our amazing team! 
 
Best, 
Next Steps Team

Section 7 -  Next Steps Team Scheduling

Purpose   
The purpose of Next Steps Scheduling is to create order which allows the Next Steps team to operate smoothly and in 
full capacity for each Sunday worship experience.

Responsibilities   
The Next Steps Coordinator and Team Leads are responsible for ensuring that potential team members are 
communicated to and onboarded in a timely manner. They are also responsible for ensuring that new team members are 
adequately trained and receive necessary SOPs.

Procedures

TIMING
Each month’s schedule must be completed by the 2nd Thursday of the previous month (i.e., the May schedule must be 
completed by the 2nd Thursday in April). Block Out dates should be submitted by team members 1 week prior to the 
completion of the schedule
 
HOW TO COMPLETE THE SCHEDULE

• Log in to planning center online 

• Click on the arrow next to the Matrix button 

• Click the downward facing arrow next to the word matrix, then click the arrow next to Destiny Church to 
change to the matrix to Weekend Experience 



• Use the + or – signs to set 1 previous plan and at least 4 next plans 

• Next, click the matrix button to load the matrix 

• Click on the add person button

• Open the Next Steps Roster in another tab 

• Complete schedule based on the people with availability listed by clicking on the plus symbol to add a person 
and then  typing their name into the search box 

• Click on the person’s name 

• After selecting the person, click inside the box labeled position to select the position 

• Click save

• This is how it should look when a person has successfully been added to the schedule 

• After you have successfully filled each position, you now need to send the request via email 

• Click on the “email these people” tab in the top right corner 

• You should see a preview email. Then click send. Confirmation screen should appear.
 
Using the matrix to schedule tutorial 
https://pcoservices.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/204460640

Positions to be filled:
• Every Sunday (excluding 5th Sundays) the following positions must be filled: 

• Team Lead

• GT Room Host 

• GT Tech 

GT Host 
• Every 2nd Sunday the following positions must be filled (in addition to the positions mentioned above): 

• Baptism Team Lead

• Baptism Lobby Host 

• Baptism Pool Assistant 

• Bathroom/Hallway Assistant 
 
Next Steps Preferences Doc 
The Next Steps Scheduling Doc should be used as a reference to accurately schedule people according to their 
preference and availability. If necessary, you can schedule people for services they do not prefer as long as they have 
indicated that they are available 
 
Declines 
If a Next Steps team member declines to serve, that position must be filled at least two weeks before that experience 



Every Monday the schedule must be checked for unfilled positions at least two weeks before 
Utilize your knowledge of team members’ preferences and availability (via the Next Steps Scheduling Doc) to reach out 
to team members via slack (or by phone in urgent cases) to fill empty positions 
 
Reminders 
Reminders for team members to put in their block out dates on planning center must be sent 1 week prior to the 
completion of the schedule 
Reminders must be sent via slack and email 

New Members 
When a new member joins the Next Steps Team (after their Next Steps Conversation), they must be emailed a link to the 
Next Steps Preferences form and added to the Next Steps slack channel.

Section 8 -  Next Steps Baptism Setup SOP

Purpose   
To create uniformity in the baptism guest experience, to ensure every guest has a welcoming, inviting, accepting and fun 
experience during baptism. Leaders are equipped to create an experience that is consistent with the Union Church Next 
Steps team standards.

Responsibilities   
The Next Steps team is responsible for setting up and taking down the baptismal area, in addition to keeping the area 
dry and helping to maintain a celebratory atmosphere.

DEFINITIONS 
Baptismal/baptistry - The structure holding water where candidates get baptized. 
Check-In- Greeting point for baptism candidates to check-in and receive materials needed for water baptism.
Spontaneous Baptism - People who have not pre- registered before the event.  
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Next Steps Coordinator: Serves as the direct report for the Baptism Team Lead.  
Baptism Team Lead: Serves as the direct report for those serving during baptism.  
Baptism Members: Members of the Next steps team that serve on the Next Steps Team. (3-4 minimal)  
 
BAPTISM VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
5 people (ideal) (can work with 4 minus the lobby host) from Next Steps Team:
  

• Baptism Team Lead: Baptism Lead member over each Baptism Sunday, ensuring preparation of each baptism 
weekend and empowering each team member to execute the given plan.

• Lobby Host/Photography Assistant: Stationed in the hallway, between the baptismal and the photo booth, crowd 
control, guide those who’ve been baptized to the photo booth 

• Pool Assistant: Stationed at the baptismal tub to help individuals in and out of the tub 



• Bathroom/Hallway Assistant: Stationed in the bathroom and/or in the hallway ensuring candidates are changed 
on time and mopping up water. 

• Check-in Assistant: stationed at the check in table, guiding spontaneous candidates to the bathroom and getting 
candidate numbers from the communications team. 

• Communications Team Rep: stationed at the registration table with their own laptop or Next Steps team iPad. 
Checking in registered candidates before service and registering spontaneous candidates. This person also 
distributes all needed baptism materials to candidates.

• 1 person from Photography Team

PROCEDURES (Each campus will need to add pictures of their particular set up)
 
SET UP PARTY 
Second SATURDAY of every month - SET UP (Typically 10:15am-1pm) NOTE: Packing party is periodic and at Union 
BWI  
 
Managed by a Baptism Team Lead 
 
Volunteers Needed: 
 4 people (minimum) from the Next Steps team 
 
Materials needed for Baptism: 

• 1 rectangular Table

• 2 cocktail tables 

• 3 Black Fitted Tablecloth 

• 3 pipe and drape set

• “Water Baptism” sign

• Towels 

Materials needed for Baptism Check-In Table: 
• For Planned Baptism  

• Gift Bags with T-Shirts (size written on corner of bag) (see Figure 15) 

• For Spontaneous Baptism  

• T-Shirt bundles (see Figure 14) 

• see figure 13 on how to fold t-shirt bundle 

• 1 High cocktail table and tablecloth, laptop  
 
Place one long table along the wall in the lobby for check in. Cover the table with a black fitted tablecloth. (see figure 16) 
Get two cocktail tables (cover with black fitted tablecloth) and put one on each side of the long rectangular table  
Gift bags and spontaneous shirt bundles should be arranged on the table according to size. (See figure 16)



Materials needed for Baptismal Tub: 
(see the appendix section for figures, each campus will need to add campus specific pictures): 
 

• Baptismal Tub (see Figure 6) 

• Hand Rail 

• Wooden Steps (see Figure 2) 

• Water Hoses 

• 1 pipe and drape set with long top pole

• “I have decided” step and repeat banner

• Chlorine/Chlorine drops 

• Fishing Net 

• Clorox Wipes 

• Black Towels 

• Caution Sign 

• 1 Stanchions 
 
Baptismal Tub Set Up: 

• Bring out baptistry parts from storage: steps, pieces of the baptistry, and rugs  

• Set up the rugs in the hallway creating a path to the restrooms

• Be sure to sweep/vacuum the rugs 

• Place the baptismal and wooden steps on top of the rugs

• Make sure all rugs are aligned, then tape down the rugs with black tape  
Note: the tub will be filled with water on the day of the event.  Please see “Day of” instructions on how to fill the tub. 
 
BAPTISM SUNDAY – DAY OF EVENT 

Check-In Table Procedure 
Communications helper will be responsible for checking in Planned Individuals. If a person is not on this first list, they 
should be directed to the Spontaneous table for a full check-in process. Once a person has checked in, they will be given 
a bag. Candidates will change in the bathrooms and given directions on where baptism will be held.  
 
Reserved signs for bathroom stalls (4)

Spontaneous Check-In Procedure 
Communications helper will be responsible for registering the candidate.  They must obtain at least the following 
information: 
First Name 



Last Name 
Phone Number  
Email Address 
Once a person has checked in, the check-in assistant will give the candidate a t-shirt burrito and flip flops, then direct 
them to the bathroom to change. 
 
Baptismal Tub Set Up (Filling with water)
Go to the janitor’s closet  
Check the temperature of the water, once it’s warm enough, connect the hose to the pipe. 
Put the other end of the hose into the baptismal.  
Start filling up the tub until it reaches the bottom of the step. 
 
During Baptisms Procedure 
All candidates will be instructed to change and directed to line up next to the baptismal by hallway helper. 

As candidates are in line, The pool assistant will inform the pastor handling baptism of the candidates name before they 
are coming up the steps.  
 
The Pool Assistant will be responsible for helping the candidates up the stairs and into the tub.  After they have been 
baptized, the pool assistants are responsible for helping them out of the tub, draping them with a towel.  

Lobby Host will take over and direct them to DTHQ to get their pictures taken.  

Bathroom Assistant will celebrate with candidates and also inform them that wet white towels should be placed in a gray 
bin in the bathroom.  
 
The Pool Assistant will be responsible for using the black towels to soak up water from around the baptismal when 
needed. 

The bathroom/hallway assistant is responsible for cleaning the bathroom floors throughout baptisms and in-between 
services.  
 
Lobby Host is responsible for mopping DTHQ and putting out the “Wet Floor” signs (which is located in the utility 
closet) 

The baptismal pool will be drained, cleaned and refilled between each baptism service.

Break Down and Inventory 
Baptismal Tub: 

• Use the black water pump and hose to drain out as much water as possible (this will take a while), from the tub to 
the drain in the janitor’s closet.  

• Once all the water has been drained, wipe down the tub with paper towels, towels, and/or Clorox wipes. Roll up 
the water hose and place it back into the janitors closet 

• Place handrail and pump in the tub 



• Lay rugs out in the back, on the dock to dry 

• Move the tub to the loading dock and place it in the following order (Figure 19 

• Tub first 

• Steps in front of tub 

• All items listed above placed in the tub as neatly as possible 

• Collect all towels and place them in the bag to be picked up by the laundry service. 

• Call Easy Fold and Wash (POC:Peter) at 301-960-8353 to schedule for Monday or Tuesday pick up after 9am 
(inform DC office manager the day and time of pick up) 

 
Gift Bags

• Remove all shirts from the gift bags and take inventory on the following items: 

• Count every item and make sure number is recorded in inventory sheet 

• Ensure there are 5 of each packed items by gender and size 

• All individual pieces by gender and size (including items within the burritos) 

• Gift bags 

• Flip Flops 

• Towels 

• Count how many dry white towels are remaining 

After inventory has been taken, note these items in the proper spreadsheet and notify the baptism leader when done. 
Pack up all remaining items and place them in their respective bins, fold tablecloths, break down tables, and place all bins 
in the designated storage area.

Materials Needed:  

• Baptismal Tub (see Figure 6) 

• Baptismal Handrail 

• Plastic Steps (see Figure 2) 

• 3 sets of pipe and Union Church baptism backdrop (see figure 1) 

• “Water Baptism” step and repeat banner, (check in table)  (see Figure 8) 

• “I have decided” step and repeat banner (behind baptismal) (see Figure 18) 

• “Water baptized” step and repeat banner (DTHQ) (see Figure 9) 

• Chlorine/Chlorine Squares 

• Fishing Net 

• Cleaning Gloves 



• Clorox Wipes 

• Cleaning Solution 

• Water Hose (about 100 ft) 

• 2 Motorized water Drain/pumps (see Figure 5) 

• Black Towels to wipe the floor 

• White Towels to hand to individuals  

• Floor Rug (4) (see Figure 7) 

• Caution Signs  

• 1 rectangular table, check in  

• 1 cocktail tables, check in 

• 2 table cloths (cocktail and rectangle) 

• Gift bags (see figure 15) 

• Blue tissue paper for gift bags 

• Flip Flops 

• Baptism shirts for people getting baptized 

• Baptism shirts for people serving 

• Plastic Bags (for wet clothes) 

• Ziploc bags  

• Undergarments 

• Gold/silver sharpies 

• Big Plastic White trash bags 

• Hair dryers for women’s bathroom (1) 

• Towel bins (2), one for each bathroom

Section 9 -  Next Steps Baptizer SOP

Policy
Baptisms are to be conducted by Staff Members such as Directors, Coordinators, or Pastors. Baptisms may also be 
conducted by trusted members of Union Church upon approval of Campus Pastor or Associate Pastor.

Who can be baptized: Candidates for baptism are those who have received salvation and are cognizant of the purpose of 
baptism. We do not baptize infants or small children under age 8. All of this is verified prior to their participation.
 
How we baptize: Baptism participants should enter the pool, use one hand to grab their opposite upper arm. With their 



free hand they should pinch their nose. The Baptizer should place one hand on the participants forearm and one hand 
on their upper back. Participant is then guided back into the water until submerged and then returned to an upright 
position.
 
Language: The pool attendant will communicate participant’s name to the baptizer so they can be announced. In an 
excited tone share their name with the audience. Prior to baptism say the following, “According to the profession of your 
faith, I now baptize you in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Then congratulate them and help to exit the pool.

Purpose   
To create uniformity in the baptism guest experience, to ensure every guest has a welcoming, inviting, accepting and fun 
experience during baptism. Leaders are equipped to create an experience that is consistent with the Union Church Next 
Steps team standards.
  
 
Responsibilities
Baptizers are responsible to announce the baptism candidate, conduct the baptism and to assist them with exiting the 
pool.

Communications Team S.O.P.
The Communications Team is responsible for providing clear, concise, and expedient communication to those desiring 
to know more about Union Church.

Section 1 -  Communications Team Overview

Policy
Communications Team members are to be trained on how to use Planning Center Online and must sign a 
confidentiality agreement to protect the integrity of the church database.      

Purpose   
The purpose of the Communications Team is to provide expedient follow-up communication to those who are first-time 
visitors, new believers, baptism participants, and those who desire general information about Union Church.

Responsibilities     
The Communications Team is responsible for inputting data from connect cards into the church management system 
(Planning Center Online) and sending the appropriate correspondence.
                              

Section 2 - Planning Center Online Access  
To gain access to the Planning Center People portion of Communications Team Members must sign an Acceptable Use 
Policy as outlined below. Planning Center Online Acceptable Use Policy



I as a user of the Union Church Planning Center Online (PCO) ministry management system do agree to the following:  
 

• To protect my personal PCO username, password, and church code and keep it confidential.

• To only use PCO for the purposes of updating information in my area of responsibility.

• Not to access PCO on any public computers such as at a library, internet café, etc.

• To keep all information that I access when working in the PCO system private and confidential. I agree not to 
access PCO for the purpose of looking up any attendee or member contact information for another person; 
such as providing another person a phone number, email address, etc. Union Church considers all attendee 
and member information to be confidential and private. I agree to keep any information accessed in PCO 
confidential and private even after I cease to be a user of the PCO system.     

• Not to use the information in PCO for any personal or commercial use. This includes any information searched 
and any reports that may be created.  

• To only create reports when necessary and to ensure that any printed report is not accessible by anyone except 
me. Reports may not be emailed to any other party with the exception of a designated Union Church staff or 
core leadership member. 

• Not to send out any emails from the PCO system to attendees or members except to those who are serving or 
interested in my team, or for other reasons authorized by the Communications or Stewardship Director.   
  

• I also understand that if I have not logged in at least once within 30 days, my access may be terminated and will 
result in my needing to complete PCO training again to regain access.       

• I understand that violation of this policy will result in my access privileges being revoked. 

___________________________________________________________ 
Planning Center Online User Date

Section 3 - Baptism Registration Check-In & Correspondence

Policy     
Communications Team members are to conduct baptism registrations and send out all correspondence pre and post-
event. 

Purpose     
To outline the automation and workflow processes that are in place to facilitate baptism registrations.

Responsibilities     
The Communications Team is responsible for inputting data from connect cards into church management systems 
(Planning Center Online) and sending the appropriate correspondence.
     
Definitions:    
PCO – Planning Center Online
PCP – Planning Center People



Automations – A programmatic setting in PCO that automatically executes tasks based on the manufactured settings  
   
Automations:
Most of the registration process is completed with automations that have been established in PCP. The process is 
initiated when an individual indicates “Wants to be baptized” on the connect card or when an individual registers 
through the website. 

The following description outlines the user flow for registration:

• Interest in baptism is indicated on the connection card

• A communications team member will select this touch point under the individual’s profile in PCP

• The “Weekly Baptism Interest” list refreshes nightly

• This list pulls the contact information for each individual who was entered in PCP as indicated interest

• The “Baptism is Coming Up!” email is sent to each individual on that list

• This email includes a link to the registration form on the website

• An individual successfully registers for baptism using the baptism form

• The individual is added to the baptism workflow (Note: If an individual is new to PCP, then a profile will 
automatically be created for the individual) and the “You’re registered for baptism!” email is automatically sent to 
the individual.

Baptism Workflow

After an individual registers for baptism via the PCO registration form the participant is then automatically placed in the 
baptism workflow and an automated email is sent.

Email (Registration confirmation)

Hi {{to.first_name}},
You’re registered for baptism!
Click here to watch a short teaching from Pastor Stephen on baptism. This is such an important decision and we want you to fully 
understand what it means to be baptized and why it’s significant! We encourage you to watch it prior to your participation in 
baptism Sunday.

**For those who are 5 years old or younger, in lieu of baptism, we’ve designed a child dedication service that your family can 
participate in. Please email info@theunionchurch.com if you would like to have your child dedicated. Now when your day comes, 
all you need to do is bring a towel and a change of clothes (shorts/pants, undergarments, flip flops, etc.), and baptism will take place 
at the end of each service. We are honored to be a part of this celebration. If you have any questions in the meantime, please reach 
out to us at info@theunionchurch.com!

Keeping you connected,
Union Church Communications Team
Union Church



Web: theunionchurch.com

Baptism Check-In Sheet Set-Up (Day of Baptisms):
• To set up the check-in sheet with the names of the registered individuals– on the second tab - Log into the 

CommTeam Planning Center account.

• Click on Forms in the top navigation bar

• Select the Baptism Registration form

• Click the Export CSV button

• Open the Excel file

• Delete all entries that were recorded before the previous baptism. It can be verified with the timestamp in 
Column E.

• Select & Copy all of the remaining information, which should include: First Name, Last Name, Baptism Service, 
T-Shirt size, and email address.

• Paste the information on the check-in sheet (on the other tab) ensuring that the appropriate information is in the 
correct column.

Registering a Spontaneous Individual

• In PCO open the Union Church Spontaneous Baptism Registration form. This form can also be made into a QR 
code that the participant can scan.

• Ask the individual to fill out the form.

• Verify that the individual’s information is successfully submitted by checking the baptism workflow– the person 
should automatically be added to the workflow.

Baptism Follow Up
Sending follow-up emails:

• 24 hours after baptism a Congratulations email is sent that contains next steps and a link to photos from their 
baptism.

• Open the Baptism check-in sheet located in the Baptism folder in the communication team’s OfficeDrive.

• On another tab, log into Planning Center People using the communication team account

• Select Workflows from the top navigation bar

• Open the Baptism workflow

• It should open up on step one “Baptized Follow-Up”

• Remove all individuals from the workflow that did not get baptized

• To do this you’ll need to reference the Baptism Check-in Sheet, located in the Baptism folder in the 
communication’s drive, to identify each individual that did not check in.

• Make sure you are on the tab for the current month.



• To delete an individual, select the checkbox in the user’s tile and click the trashcan icon to remove the individual 
from the workflow.

• Repeat this process until all individuals that did not show up are removed from the workflow.

• Send the email to all individuals that were baptized

• Click the “Select All” button at the top of the list - ensure that the checkbox is selected for each individual.

• Click the envelope icon at the top to send the email.

• Open the drop-down under Templates.

• Select “Congratulations on Your Baptism!!!”.

• Select the blue “Send email” button - the email will be sent to each individual in the workflow.

• This task is complete!

• Complete the workflow

• With all of the individuals selected - click the checkmark icon at the top of the workflow to move each individual 
to the completed status in the workflow.

Section 4 - Follow-Up Correspondence

Purpose     
To outline how to enter Connection Cards properly into Planning Center People so that people can receive the follow-
up communication in an expedient manner.
Responsibilities     
The Communications Team is responsible for inputting data from connect cards into the church management system 
(Planning Center Online) and sending the appropriate correspondence.
      
Connection Cards

• Connection cards are the primary way that we identify visitors, new believers, rededications, prayer requests, 
and those who are desiring general information about Union Church.

• There is a physical version of the connection card that is utilized in the auditorium during services and a digital 
version that can be accessed by texting UCONNECT to 97000.

• Connection Cards are also used in Growth Track to account for attendance and track participation. Currently, 
they are digital-only.

• After each service, the communications team must enter the data from these cards into Planning Center People 
so that they can receive the information requested via email or text. If a guest uses the digital connect card, they 
will receive a link to a PCO form which will sync the data automatically.

Information is inputted as follows:

• Log into Planning Center People.

• Click the spyglass and enter in the person’s name, if they have done anything previously at Union they will have a 
profile. If not, you will be prompted to create one and add relevant information (address, email, phone number).



• On their profile under Custom Tabs click Union Connection Card, once the card populates in the upper right-
hand corner click edit answers.

• Edit answers to indicate the choices they selected on the Connection Card.

Automations
• Most of the follow-up process is completed with automations that have been established in Planning Center 

People. The process is initiated via a list created in Planning Center People that contains specific criteria 
based on connect card touchpoints. These criteria can be specified during the creation of the list. Touchpoints 
include prayer requests, baptism interest, first-time guests, salvation, and general information. Each list has an 
automation that sends an email/text daily/weekly from a template.

Clearstream
• If someone indicates they prefer to be contacted by text this is done via Clearstream. Clearstream syncs with 

our lists in Planning Center Online and follow-up correspondence are sent every Monday morning at 10am.

Templates

Baptism Interest

Hi {{to.first_name}}
We pray that you’re doing well! You indicated on your connect card that you’d like to get baptized. This is amazing! If there’s one 
thing that we get excited about at Union Church, it’s baptisms. Why? Because it’s a step of obedience that declares publicly the trust 
we have internally with God. Almost everyone shares the way they go into the water is not the same way they come out. When you 
get baptized, you’ll experience it for yourself. Baptisms take place on the second Sunday of each month. To properly prepare for this 
day, we’d love for you to register for baptism by visiting theunionchurch.com/baptisms and filling out the registration form.

Now when your day comes, all you need to do is bring a towel, and a change of clothes (shorts/pants, undergarments, flip flops, etc.), 
and baptism will take place at the end of each service. We are honored to be part of this celebration. If you have any questions in the 
meantime, please reach out to us at info@theunionchurch.com!

New Believer

Hi {{to.first_name}}!
Congratulations on making one of the best decisions! We are so excited that you have decided to start a relationship or recommit 
to walking with Christ. Here at Union Church, we are passionate about helping you take the next steps in your spiritual journey. 
What are the next steps, you might ask? Below are a few ways to get started:

Baptism: Baptism is an important step in the life of a believer. It is an outward sign of internal change! Being baptized is a 
public confession acknowledging your faith and commitment to Christ. It is also symbolic of the new life that is found through a 
relationship with Christ. On the 2nd Sunday of each month, we offer all those who desire an opportunity to be baptized. If you’d like 
more information, please click here.

Prayer: A great way to know God is through prayer. Prayer is simply talking to God. It helps us cultivate a healthy relationship 
with Him. Join us on Saturday mornings at 9am for prayer in person at our Columbia or BWI campus or join us virtually on 
Church Online. If you have prayer requests throughout the week, we’d be honored to pray for you. You can submit a prayer request 



here.

Groups: We were not created to do life alone, and that’s why we’ve made it easy for you to find your tribe! It’s essential to be around 
people looking to grow in their relationship with Christ just like you. Connect groups are small informal groups of people meeting 
routinely ONLINE! To find the perfect group for you, check out our directory here.

Take these next steps here with Union Church and watch your life change for the better. In the meantime, you can connect with us 
at @weareunionchurch on all social media platforms! We would love to connect with you!

Believing for God’s best in your life,
Pastor Stephen & The Union Church Family

Getting Connected at Union Church

Hi {{to.first_name}}!
This past weekend you indicated that you were interested in learning more about our church. We’re so excited that you asked! In 
this email, we’ve included the information needed to help you get connected to Union Church.

Becoming a Member
If you’d like to be a part of the Union Church community, your next step is to attend Growth Track. The Growth Track is a series 
of events that take you a step towards God’s fulfillment plan for your life. You’ll learn more about the church’s vision, what your 
unique giftings are, how to be a leader at Union Church, and how you can play an important role in what happens here at Union 
Church through this four-week series. Each event is independent of the other, meaning that you don’t have to attend them in order. 
Growth track happens the first four Sundays of every month after each experience. Refreshments and childcare are provided.

Volunteer Opportunities
The Dream Team is the backbone of this church. From creating a comfortable environment to leading the next generation to 
Jesus or even crafting a dynamic experience– we are a group that forcefully advances the Kingdom of God. At Union Church, 
we believe that you will grow in your relationship with Christ as you serve. You can find out more about each team by visiting 
theunionchurch.com/connect. To join a dream team, make plans to attend StepFOUR of the Growth Track, which happens every 
fourth Sunday of the month after each experience. 

Groups
Groups provide an opportunity to be in a community while growing in your walk with the Lord. Groups can meet either once 
a week or every other week in homes, businesses, or even restaurants. Groups are here to help you get connected, be prayed for, 
and grow in Christ! Friendships are built while sharing coffee, running together, or studying a particular subject in the Bible. No 
matter your preferences or schedule, there is a convenient Group just for you. Our Groups are held in semesters every fall, spring, 
and summer! To learn more about hosting or joining a Group, check out our Group website at theunionchurch.com/groups.

Please feel free to contact us at info@theunionchurch.com if you have any further questions. 

Prayer Requests

Hello {{to.first_name}},



Thank you for filling out the connect card and submitting your prayer request. Our team will be praying over your request 
intentionally this week. We are believing God’s best for you.
This is the confidence we have in approaching God: that if we ask anything according to his will, he hears us. And if we know that he 
hears us–whatever we ask–we know that we have what we asked of him. 1 John 5:14-15

Central Guest Experience SOP
An overview of the Guest Experience Department

Section 1 - Who We Are

Mission
We exist to unite people with purpose through our weekend experiences.

Vision
Guest Experience teams create memorable experiences from the parking lot to the auditorium.

Dream Team Values

• Connect with New People

• Connect with Each Other

• Make “it” Better

• Celebrate the Wins

Dress Code   
While serving the Body of Christ as a volunteer at Union Church, it is expected that all team members always present a 
good appearance in both attire and behavior.

Section 2 -  Department Structure

Associate Pastor of Guest Experience
The Associate Pastor strategizes for the central Guest Experience Department.

Guest Experience Director   
The Director oversees several teams at a specific campus. It’s the Director’s responsibility to develop the Guest 
Experience Team Coordinators.

Coordinator
The coordinator oversees a specific team. The Coordinator strategizes for the team to ensure an excellent weekend 
experience. It’s the Coordinators’ responsibility to care for the Team Leads that serve alongside them.



Dream Team Member
Dream Team Members execute by using their gifts and talents to serve in various roles within the team.
Team Descriptions

Parking Team
The moment people enter the parking lot, we get to create a fun, joy-filled, and excellent experience for every person. We 
facilitate the flow of traffic for efficient and effective arrivals and departures on our campus.

Host Team
We are a team that creates a positive worship experience by welcoming attendees into the auditorium and maintaining a 
distraction-free environment during all worship experiences so that people can encounter all God has for them.

Events Team
We honor everyone by serving with excellence. From providing refreshments to transforming spaces, we provide 
hospitality to the dream team and attendees.

Greeters Team
We create an environment that invites everyone to feel like family. Whether it’s through a smile, compliment, or a simple 
wave– we want everyone to know they are seen when they walk through our doors.

Prayer Team
We are a team that speaks life and intercedes over every person that walks through Union Church. We do this through 
in-service prayer and weekly prayer and fasting.

Safety Team
We have a heart and passion for protecting the church. Whether in the auditorium, lobby, or parking lot, we enhance our 
Sunday experiences by providing peace of mind for our Union family.





Union Outreach S.O.P.
Impacting Communities, Making a Difference

Mission
Our mission as Union Outreach is to develop relationships with our community through acts of service. A relationship is 
a sustained connection with a person or entity. When we serve, we are not just giving and doing, we are developing and 
maintaining a lasting connection with those we serve.

Purpose

Relationship Impact Difference

Local Communities We provide tangible services and/or 
resources to people who live in our 
community.

We gain trust and veome ingrained 
in the fabric of the community. We 
get to be a part of people’s journey. 

Local Organization We support local entries that focus 
on serving needs in our community 
that we as a church do not provide. 

We reenforce their services and 
help create a bridge for comunity 
members that need those services. 

Local Government Agencies We support our local agencies and 
elected officials contributing to the 
issues and causes that align with 
Union Church vision/mission.

Our local government will esteem 
Union Church as a valuable 
neccessary stalkholder, contributing 
to the health and wellbeing of our 
communities.

Our goal is that through the development of these relationships, God can use us to help people make progress along their 
journey toward being united with purpose.

Section 1 - Values & Culture

Outreach Values

Through Outreach we exhibit three fundamental characteristics of a follower of Jesus:

Selflessness - Outreach is a manifestation of the love of God.
1 John 3:17- “If anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister in need but has no pity on them, how can the 
love of God be in that person?”

Faith - Outreach is a manifestation of faith.
James 2:14-17- “Suppose a brother or a sister is without clothes and daily food. If one of you says to them, “Go in peace; 
keep warm and well fed,” but does nothing about their physical, what good is it? In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not 
accompanied by action, is dead.”



Purpose - Outreach is a manifestation of righteousness.
Mathew 25:37- “Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give 
you something to drink? When did we see you, a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When 
did we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you? ‘The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the 
least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’”

How We Think:

Philippians 2:3 “Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves.”

We serve people because they have purpose and value. We don’t look down on those we serve. The “least of these” are 
not “less than”. We serve our brothers and sisters. We are not the savior of those we serve - we are not there to “fix” 
them. We need Jesus just as much as those we serve. We recognize that we are just as imperfect and fallible as those we 
serve. When we serve others, we are serving Jesus. We recognize the spiritual significance of our service. What we do is 
more than what meets our actual eye.

How We Behave:

John 13:35 “By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.”

We treat people with dignity and respect. We approach serving others the same way we would approach a dignitary, 
special guest, or notable figure. We delight in serving. Our serving is a privilege we enjoy, not a chore we dread. We 
welcome and invite honest feedback. In order to improve, we need to assess and evaluate based on the perspective of 
those we serve. We celebrate what God has equipped and empowered us to do. We don’t pat ourselves on the back or 
seek our own praise and validation.

Section 2 - People
 
Leadership Structure

Outreach Director
“Develops The Players”
Guide and develop the team at the campus.
Report to the Campus Pastor.

Outreach Coordinator(s)
“Strategize The Playbook”
Organize and orchestrate how the team will execute the serve.
Acts as the liaison for the community or organization the team serves.

Team Leader(s)
“Call The Play”
Onsite leadership, managing the details of the serve.
Maintain communication with the team.



Team Member(s)
“Run the Play”

Section 3 - Systems

Serve Sites
A Serve Site is a location where the Outreach Team facilitates consistent acts of service on a weekly, bi-weekly or 
monthly basis. This includes neighborhoods, local organization, a particular demographic in the region or a relevant 
cause.

Community Assessment
Before committing to a serve site, the outreach department completes a needs assessment of the communities 
surrounding their church campus. A campus begins their outreach journey with a Research and Resource Team that 
focuses on acquiring information about the state of the community– crime, economy, education, health– and identifying 
the resources– facilities, programs, organizations, social services– available to community members.

Search for your needs assessments from your local government or hospitals.
Research statistics on poverty, crime and social disparity.
Meet with local law enforcement to get insight on the main issues they see in the communities.
Search local non-profits, boys and girls’ clubs, after school programs, food pantries, behavioral health clinics, libraries, etc.

Outreach Focus
Determining a focus for the campus begins with an assessment of what resources your church has to support your 
outreach efforts (money, people, facilities, vehicles, partnerships, special skills, etc.) – This will help you to get a realistic 
idea of your outreach capacity. With the resources you have as a church and considering the needs of your communities, 
the Campus Pastor and Outreach Director determine what area(s) the campus will engage. The Outreach Director and 
Campus Pastor work with the Outreach Pastor to develop the strategy for the campus.

Determine the monthly, quarterly or annual budget for outreach for the campus.
Do a campus-wide skills assessment of your church members or those interested in outreach– special skills, certifications, 
professional experience. With the needs assessment, resource assessment, and determined area of service, meet with the 
Outreach Pastor to develop a strategy.





Union Creative S.O.P.
The Creative Team captures and documents the story of what God is doing in and through Union Church. The team 
captures moments to inspire people to Jesus.

Section 1 -  Overview

Purpose
Union Church Photo/Video team values our team members’ time and wants to do everything we can to honor them 
by ensuring that they are fully prepared to serve in the full capacity needed after completing their training. These 
guidelines are to be followed by all Photo/Video team members who have completed training and are scheduled to serve.

Responsibilities   
These standards are to be upheld by all Photo/Video Team members assigned to oversee photographers and 
videographers. These weeks/sessions can be combined based on the trainee’s prior knowledge and advancement during 
training.

Section 2 - Design

File Naming: Event-Item-Name-Version-Initials

Sermon Series Graphic Package
Center Screen, Speaker Lower Third, Scripture Lower Third, UConnect Lower Third, and Sermon Point Lower Third
Lower third working files are sent out for animation on the Thursday (10 days before) before the series begins.

Section 3 - Photo
File Naming: MM.DD.YYYY_EventName

SmugMug
We use Smugmug.com to house all our photo content. (Organize > Event/Experience
 Folder > Year > Create > Folder/Gallery > Label with respective campus > Drop-In Photos).

Procedure
Moments to capture during every event/weekend experience in a wide, medium, and close-up sequence. (Speaker Shots, 
Worship Moments, Crowd Shots, Environments, Lobby Interactions, People Arriving, Production Team and Dream 
Team).
Each of our photos should always be high quality, sharp, clean, candid and intentional.
We shoot in a RAW format, follow the shot list, look for diversity (age, gender, and ethnicity) and average 50 photos or 
less per event.
Your dress code as a photographer is all black to avoid distracting others, including the worship team and the speakers 
during the experience.



Section 4 - Video
File Naming
Event-Item-Name-Version-Initials

Interview Setup
The video team uses a 3-point lighting setup (key light, fill light, and rim light) on a seamless backdrop. The subject is 
set 5ft. from the background to provide depth. In post, the team will duplicate the edges of the video frame to make the 
footage look like one large backdrop.

Section 5 - Positions

Art Director
Cultivate creative content in a timely manner that will enhance all aspects of Union Church ministry. Establish processes 
for church-wide branding and project deadlines. Create storyboards, look books, and timelines to present creative 
concepts. Develop creative briefs based on ideas established in brainstorming sessions with direction, schedules, and 
expected deliverables for the creative team.

Design Director
Developing design concepts and deliverables to promote upcoming campaigns, major events and event collateral for 
everything at Union Church. Develop, lead and recruit volunteer designers in creating high quality graphics for different 
ministry departments. Assist with Creative Associate Pastor with overall church branding and ensure all graphic content 
adheres to brand guidelines. Create graphics stylescapes for sermon series and major campaigns for volunteer designers 
to make different social, marketing and event deliverables. Stay inspired by current design trends to bring fresh ideas 
during brainstorming meetings. Quality checks all graphic content being released and produced at Union Church. Also, 
be the first tier of approval for graphics before reaching the next tier of approval by the Creative Associate Pastor.

Video Director
Provide video support for all Union Church experiences and events. Direct, produce, and edit video from the weekend 
experiences, outreaches, and special events. Oversee projects from conception to completion. Must be aware of the 
ever-changing world of video production. Pays attention to the work that leading churches and creative agencies are 
producing. Work with the creative team to conceptualize videos to match desired theme goals.

Section 4 - Video
File Naming
Event-Item-Name-Version-Initials

Interview Setup
The video team uses a 3-point lighting setup (key light, fill light, and rim light) on a seamless backdrop. The subject is 
set 5ft. from the background to provide depth. In post, the team will duplicate the edges of the video frame to make the 
footage look like one large backdrop.



Section 5 - Positions

Art Director
Cultivate creative content in a timely manner that will enhance all aspects of Union Church ministry. Establish processes 
for church-wide branding and project deadlines. Create storyboards, look books, and timelines to present creative 
concepts. Develop creative briefs based on ideas established in brainstorming sessions with direction, schedules, and 
expected deliverables for the creative team.

Design Director
Developing design concepts and deliverables to promote upcoming campaigns, major events and event collateral for 
everything at Union Church. Develop, lead and recruit volunteer designers in creating high quality graphics for different 
ministry departments. Assist with Creative Associate Pastor with overall church branding and ensure all graphic content 
adheres to brand guidelines. Create graphics stylescapes for sermon series and major campaigns for volunteer designers 
to make different social, marketing and event deliverables. Stay inspired by current design trends to bring fresh ideas 
during brainstorming meetings. Quality checks all graphic content being released and produced at Union Church. Also, 
be the first tier of approval for graphics before reaching the next tier of approval by the Creative Associate Pastor.

Video Director
Provide video support for all Union Church experiences and events. Direct, produce, and edit video from the weekend 
experiences, outreaches, and special events. Oversee projects from conception to completion. Must be aware of the 
ever-changing world of video production. Pays attention to the work that leading churches and creative agencies are 
producing. Work with the creative team to conceptualize videos to match desired theme goals.

Union Sound SOP
This S.O.P is a written document for the purpose of organization and excellence for Union Sound. Our systems will keep 
rehearsals, Sunday mornings and all other Union Church events distraction free. Please adhere to this SOP document for 
all Union Sound questions and concerns.

Section 1 -  Overview
   
Policy
Please reference this document before and/or during the time that you’re serving.

Purpose
For all of Union Sound to operate according to the systems put in place to pursue excellence in our team.

Equipment/Programming
In-ear monitors packs

• Singers are responsible for securing their own in-ear monitors



• We keep 2 in-ear monitors per campus. We check the in-ears out to our volunteers, contractors 
 or staff with an ID.

The pieces that are available for our listening and singing comfort are:
• Click
• Guide (Vocal Guide throughout the song)
• Intro
• Chorus
• Verse
• Bridge
• Interlude
• Countdown
• Outro
• The Music Directors talk-back microphone.

The various parts of the underlying track.
• Strings
• Aux
• Guitars
• Vocal stems
• Drums
• Our musicians
• Keyboard
• Bass
• Guitar (Electric and Acoustic)
• Drums
• Live Aux
• BGV
• Soprano
• Alto
• Tenor 
• Lead Singer

• Production Talk-back
• Campus Pastor microphone 
• Senior Pastor microphone

Setlist Process
The vision for setlists for Sunday morning is to gradually disarm the entire auditorium. Song 1 should be a celebratory 
song to strip the attendees of their week, month, morning, circumstances, etc. It should make them forget where they 
are, mentally in that moment. Song 2 should be what makes them forget where they are, physically in that moment.
Song 3 should be the song that catapults the auditorium into God’s presence and softens every heart in the room.
The ‘flow song’ is the moment where we push with reckless abandonment and set the environment that makes 
communicating easier and breaks the invisible barrier that may be between God’s word and our hearts.



Inspire
• Arrival Time: 5:55pm

• Inspire Start: 6:00pm

• During Inspire, classes will learn according to their talent.

• Singers Inspire: Pitch, tonation, harmonies, music fundamentals, stage presence, how to use in-ear monitors, 
what to ask monitor tech for during soundchecks, etc.

• Along with the inspire classes, the trainees will learn songs that we actively sing on Sunday mornings to be 
evaluated and put in rotation at the completion of classes.

• Band Inspire: The musicians will learn three songs that we actively play in order to shape the sound to the vision 
and sound of Union Church.

• Inspire End: 7:00pm 

Rehearsal
We rehearse with two campuses at our BWI and Columbia campuses. All campuses sing/play the same set.

• Band and Singers separate for rehearsals: 7:00pm

• Vocalists join the band in Auditorium: 8:00pm

• Prayer over rehearsal starts immediately

• Ear-check for singers: 8:05pm

• Full Run-through of first campus (including Sunday morning transitions)

• Ear-check for singers: 8:40pm

• Close rehearsal: 9:30pm
  
Sunday Morning (Game Day) Play
Portable campuses have a different call time than our permanent campuses. Portable Campus times are 10:15am and 
12:00pm. BWI experiences are 8:30am and 10:00am. Columbia experiences are 8:30am, 10:15am and 12:00pm.
According to the campus’ appropriate call-time, you will arrive and go into your assigned huddle or soundcheck.
Big Huddle is our team’s opportunity to come together with all teams serving on Sunday morning to build pride, 
momentum and boldness to serve in excellence. Platform Huddle is our team’s opportunity to partner with Production 
to deliver the greatest. Sunday experiences to date. Platform Huddles take place between every experience.
Wrap-up: End of day for Sunday morning experiences. Staff and volunteers come together to celebrate the win of a great 
Sunday, and tell stories of life transformation that we hear from attendees in the lobby between services.

Service Run-Down
Band and singers are to be on stage 5 minutes before our countdown video. The musical director will trigger Ableton 
at “4” on the count down during the countdown video. In our 3-song set, song 1 and song 2 are together, fused by a 
transition between the 2 songs. Song 3 is executed after the transition with a Campus Pastor. There is a ‘flow song’ 
that is attached to song 3. The flow song is established in rehearsals and executed on Sunday morning. The flow song 
is designed to pull everyone in the auditorium into deeper worship to set the room for the Senior Pastor or guest 
communicator.



Once the ‘flow song’ is finished, the broadcast campus will continue with their experience, while the Worship Leaders 
from the other 3 campuses either pitch to video or wait for video to come up behind them. Singers and band stay on 
platform until the scripture reading and prayer are complete. The Musical Director comes to the keyboard at the 3rd 
point in the communicator’s message. He/She will “pad” under the communicator until Union Updates are played.

The remainder of the band will come up while Union Updates are playing. The band will listen to a signature line at the 
end of the updates to know when to “swell in” and play either Song 1 or Song 2 of the Sunday morning set to dismiss the 
experience with the Senior Pastor, Campus Pastor or guest communicator.

Union Production S.O.P.
Contents:
Sunday Experience Teams
Rehearsal S.O.P.
Sunday Service Planning Center
Content Websites and Useful Shortcuts

Section 1 -  Sunday Team Members
   
SUNDAY TEAM MEMBERS

Experience Producer:
The Experience Producers serves as the primary decision maker and quality control person for each Sunday experience. 
They ensure that each member of the team has been equipped to successfully carry out their various tasks and they 
facilitate communication between each experience team—worship, band, production and set-up team at mobile 
locations. On a Sunday morning, the Experience Producer is tasked with moving the teams through morning checklists, 
overseeing run-throughs, and keeping the team within the timestamps of the morning according to the Sunday Service 
Order. The Experience Producer is also responsible for communicating any mid service changes or adjustments to the 
team. Experience Producers primarily directly oversee Production team coordinators, Video Directors, Audio Engineers 
and works alongside the Sunday leads for other Experience teams. On Sundays Experience Producers report to campus 
pastors and the Production Director when they are on site.

Video Director:
The Video Director serves as the Production Team lead for Sunday Experiences. Their primary role is to facilitate 
distraction free experiences by guiding the team through the flow of service, calling transitions and operating the video 
switcher. The Video Director’s main objectives and responsibilities include accurately conveying communications from 
the Experience Producer to the rest of the Production team, leading the team through the Order of Service for each 
experience Video Directors report to Experience Producers on Sundays and directly oversee Content and Camera 
Operators.



FOH Audio Engineer:
The FOH Audio Engineer is responsible for creating and maintaining quality sound throughout the various live elements 
of a Sunday Experience. They work closely with the Experience Producer, worship team and band to EQ the audio 
elements of the room including lead and background vocals, tracks, band, videos and speakers. The FOH Audio Engineer 
is responsible for ensuring that audio equipment is functioning properly and prepared for each experience including 
mics, packs and speakers. On Sundays FOH Audio Engineers report directly to the Experience Producer.

Content Operator:
Content Operators facilitate the graphic and video elements of the experiences. They work with the ProPresenter and 
Resolume software to move through the Order of Service and properly display each element. Content Operators aim to 
be timely in their transitions and create a smooth and seamless visual experience. They are responsible for controlling 
lyrics during live worship, LED wall graphic changes, lower thirds and other on-screen graphics and videos. Content 
Operators should aim to have a working knowledge of the relevant software. On Sundays, Content Operators report 
directly to the Video Director who conveys transition moments to them throughout the experience.

Camera Operators:
Camera Operators ensure that the focal point of each moment of the experience is captured cleanly and efficiently. 
Camera Operators respond to instruction from the Video Director to frame shots in order to best present the 
experience to the audience both online and in the room. Camera Operators should be familiar with the basic functions 
of the equipment on Sundays Camera Operators report directly to Video Operators.

Stage Manager:
Stage Managers serve as a front row point of contact to the Campus Pastors and speakers. They are responsible for 
facilitating communication between the Campus Pastor/speaker and the Experience Producer or Video Director 
throughout the experience. Stage Managers are also responsible for assisting in setting up and removing props and 
podiums onto and off of the stage. At some locations, the Experience Producer can serve as the Stage Manager, where 
the roles are separate and the Stage Manager reports to the Experience Producer.

Section 2 - Rehearsal S.O.P.
Worship/Production Rehearsal

6:15 PM - Auditorium Prep
The auditorium should be fully prepared and ready before your volunteers arrive, unless the start-up process is a part of 
the training portion. This includes:
Lighting is completely power ON
Lighting console is powered ON and ready to operate
Front of House (FOH) audio console is ON and ready to operate
iMag content computers (ProPresenter) is prepped and ready for operation

6:30 PM - 7:30PM - Training



During this time individual production training is being conducted. All trainings are conducted through our 5 Step 
Model at the volunteers pace:
I do, you watch
I do, you help
You do, I help
You do, I watch
You teach!

Production Training Areas
Lighting Operator Training
iMag/Content Operator Training
Camera 101 Operator Training
Camera Operator Level 2 Training

7:45PM: Worship Experience Rehearsal
The Production Director or designated Production leader calls everyone together in the auditorium. Using a 
microphone, he/she will communicate a full step by step run-thru of the night to everyone.
Next, the Production Director will pray and dismiss everyone to their respective areas.

7:50 PM - 8:05PM: Band Line Check
• During this time the FOH Audio Engineer is working with the Music Director and band to assure all audio levels are 
set and routed correctly in preparation for the Sunday Worship experience.

NOTE: There should be a visible clock on the iMag Projector screens counting down the time remaining for each 
section to be completed.

8:05 PM - 8:15 PM: Vocal Mic/In-Ear Check
• This time is used for the FOH audio engineer and the Worship Pastor/Leader to go through individual microphone 
levels and in-ear preferences for all singers on the platform.

8:15 PM - 8:45 PM: Campus Run-Thru
The goal is to create a mirroring experience to the Sunday Worship Experience. This is accomplished by:
Starting with the Pre-Service Video with full lighting and audio
Assure there is a smooth audio and visual transition out of the video into the band intro of song one.
Assure a smooth transition out of song two, into song three.
Simulate a 3 minute ministry moment that closes with the verbal worship cue “as we prepare to go back into worship...”
Assure a smooth transition into song three.

NOTE: Please repeat Worship Experience Rehearsal for each campus.



Section 3 - Sunday Service Planning Center



Section 4 - Content Websites & Useful Shortcuts

https://www.visualmediachurch.com
https://www.storyloop.com
https://elements.envato.com
https://www.churchmotiongraphics.com
https://www.fiverr.com
https://motionarray.com

Union Digital SOP :
This S.O.P. highlights the overall systems and procedures of the Digital Department.

Section 1 -  Overview

Purpose
To position Union Church clearly and uniquely in the digital space. Coordinate, and produce all digital and print material 
that represent our brand.Curate a digital experience tailor made for our online experience and community.

Scope 
The following procedures apply to all Digital Department staff members, Dream Team Members, Coordinators and 
Directors. This also applies to all ministry heads that write content that is distributed throughout Union Church.

Responsibilities
Marketing - Ensures that the voice, tone and culture of Union Church is consistent across all channels. Promote all 
internal and external church campaigns through advertisement, public relations and content production. 
Social Media - Manages the visual and written voice of the church on all Social Media platform for the Union Church, 
Stephen Chandler and Zai Chandler brand
Online - Oversee the online church experience. From community engagement to content creation for various online 
only creative elements.
    

Section 2 -  Web

Sites
www.theunionchurch.com
Audience: Broad, church members and people searching for a church.

www.theunioncollege.com
Audience: Current Union College students and interested students that are familiar with Union Church.

www.theunionathletics.com
Audience: Community members, parents and school sports coaches.



www.stephenrchandler.com
Audience: Pastors, Churches looking to book Pastor Stephen, Business Leaders

www.theunionchurchmerch.com
Audience: Church members, and friends of Union church.

Basic Goals Of Our Sites
1. Information
The internet was initially created to provide faster access to information. When building the site, our goal must include 
sharing helpful information with your audience.
2. Engagement
Websites also offer a unique way for people to stay engaged with your church at any time from anywhere.
3.  Experience
While information is essential, people are no longer just looking for information. Instead, they are looking for experience. 
A lot of times, our websites will be the first experience someone has with our church, and that experience will determine 
if they decide to try it out in person.
 
How to Write Web Copy
Know your audience: Who are you speaking to? A kids page geared toward parents is much different to a college page 
geared to professionals. Identify your audience and write from their pain points.
Ask for readers to take action.
Emphasize the benefits rather than the service/product being provided.
Show photos that demonstrate the benefits of what you provide.
Keep your writing simple: An 8th grader should be able to read and understand everything you write.
People connect with people, not robots. Your writing should be relational. Use normal words, be funny, use short 
sentences.
Spend time with your headline. Your audience is likely to skim the pages you write, so the most important information 
needs to be bold in tone and in appearance. Take the time to create a killer headline, and emphasize what you want to get 
across through visuals, motion graphics, bullet points, and call to action buttons.
Headlines should be big, strong, and clear.
Use short paragraphs rather than longer ones.
  

Section 3 -  Emails

Emails

Tools
Mailchimp: Email Marketing software
Grammarly: Proofreading Software
monday.com: Content Management software

Email Categories
Central: These are the emails that are sent out from the Marketing Department to the entire church database. Ex. Emails 
sent to all church attendees, or all tags ( Union Kids parents, Union Student parents, all Group hosts/coaches, all Dream 
Teamers ).



Campus: These are the emails sent out to specific campuses. These campus emails are sent out by the campus staff or 
Marketing Department via Mailchimp or Planning Center.

Email Types - Central
The Weekly: These emails are sent out on Monday mornings. They recap the message, and push subscribers to rewatch 
the message. They also visually show what’s coming up at the Union that week.

The Weekender: Occasionally an additional email is sent out on Thursdays or Fridays to highlight events that are 
occurring on that particular weekend.

The Campaign: These are stand alone emails that highlight one specific campaign. They are generally put aside for major 
campaigns or ministry specific content ( Ex. Welcome Home Sunday, Easter, Relationship Series, Groups Launch, At 
The Movies, Serve Day). These emails are sent out after the campaign has been announced in service.

External: ALL emails sent out to EXTERNAL organizations for a specific campaign MUST pass through the Marketing 
Department.

Email Types - Campus
Attendees: These are emails sent out to all attendees in a campus. These are sent out via Mailchimp and often in the 
campus pastor voice. Note: If the Marketing Department creates an email that is the voice of a campus pastor, the email 
must be approved by the Campus pastor.

Dream Teams: These are emails sent out to one Dream Team or the entire Dream Team in a campus. These are generally 
sent out via Planning Center by the Guest Experience Directors.

Section 4 -  Announcements

Announcement Video - Union Updates

Purpose
Weekend experiences are the easiest avenue to communicate and inspire our audience to action, for that reason we 
utilize multiple channels of communication to send out our messaging; Union Updates being the main one.

Description
Union Updates is our weekly in-service announcement video. We utilize this video to inspire church attendees to take 
their next steps. The video is first for the first-time guest, and secondly for church members. Emphasis will be placed on 
announcements that affect the church globally. This video ranges from 2 - 3mins and includes announcements such as 
Growth Track, Baptisms, Student Night, and special events.

Responsibilities
Marketing Department: Provides the overall content direction of the announcements.
Production Department: Provides the overall visual direction of the announcements. 
Creative Department: Assists with special creative elements added to the announcements.
     



Section 5 -  Social

Purpose
Union Church utilizes Social Media platforms to inspire its internal and external audience, promote its brands and 
events/campaigns connected to it and overall use the platforms as a way to expand its reach both locally and globally. 
Our Social Media efforts are focused on two main platforms.

Goals
Create relevant and emotion provoking content.
Create strong community engagement on all platforms. I.e Answer comments, and DM’s within 12hrs
Create shareable content.
Create relevant and trend worthy content.
Position our church as a fun, excellent and life giving ministry.

Platforms & Channels
Instagram
@Stephenrchandler (Creator account)
@weareunionchurch (Business Account)
@zaichandler (Creator Account)

Facebook
Union Church
Stephen R. Chandler
Zai Chandler
    

Posting Schedule
We publish 1-2 posts a day on our Social Media pages.
@Weareunionchurch

Post content that is relevant to the past weekend experience from Monday - Wednesday. From Thursday - Sunday, 
we post content that focuses on upcoming events/experiences. Note-this does not apply to special campaigns like 
Christmas.

Weekend experience/event IG Stories: Clips and photos of the Sunday experience or event experience. Intended to 
showcase what a visitor would experience if they came to any of our campuses on a Sunday.

@Zaichandler
Post the church experience on Sundays on IG Stories
Weekend experience/event IG stories

@Stephenrchandler
Post sermon content for most of the week. We flip between sermon quotes or sermon clip content.
Weekend experience/event IG stories



Section 6 -  Planning

Campaign Communication Timeline

Below is an outline of our communication timeline; describing how early we begin marketing campaigns/events and 
what elements are included. Please note that this is not an exhaustive list.

Major Evangelism Campaigns
Includes Welcome Home Sunday, At The Movies, Christmas, Easter 

Marketing Elements may include: Mailers, digital advertising, Social Media
advertising, invite cards, lobby signage, announcement video, merch.

Major Internal Campaigns
Including but not limited to Serve Day, Groups launch, Union College admissions, Limitless Giving, Pray21.

Marketing begins: 6 - 8 weeks out

Marketing Elements may include: Social Media package, landing page, Mailchimp funnel, print material (ex. Door clings, 
lobby signage), merch, announcement video.

Recurring Campaigns
Including but not limited to Student Night, Catalyst, Baptisms,

Marketing Elements may include: Union Updates mention, added to weekly Mailchimp, Social Media post.
  

Section 7 - Online 

Who We Are
We are digital environmental architects, and we create an environment that people are compelled to enter through 
our physical front doors. As the Online Team, our goal is to create an environment that draws people in, to make 
connections to both Jesus and Union Church.

What We Do
We create an engaging and welcoming experience for our Union Online community. Our team volunteers on Saturday 
mornings, Sundays and at special events.

Roles
Dream Team Director: This leader is responsible for the oversight of the entire team and the leaders of the team. This 
person pastors and sets the vision and culture of the team.

Coordinator: This leader is responsible for a specific part of the Online Team. They oversee and pastor the Online Team 
members that serve.



Service Leads: Leads are your go to person for anytime you are serving. They help guide you, create an enjoyable serving 
experience and are there if you have any issues.

Hosts: All Online Team members serve as hosts and moderate chats on the three online platforms we broadcast from 
(ChurchOnline, Facebook and YouTube).
    
Online Dream Team Huddles
Sunday
Anyone serving at 8:30 or 10:15 a.m. services - 7:40 a.m.
Anyone serving at Noon - 11:40 a.m.

Special Events
Dependent on the time of event
***All Leads and Hosts are prepared to moderate 10 minutes
before the start of service. Chat rooms open about 5 minutes before any
service starts

Communication
Slack
We communicate via Slack as a team and as a church. The general church’s channels are #dreamteam and #random. The 
Online Team channel is #onlinedreamteam. Use this platform for the following:

• Team leaders can share special announcements, celebrations, devotionals, etc.

• Connect with other team members (ask for advice, share wins and submit prayer requests).

Planning Center
We use PCO to schedule volunteers.
Schedules are sent out from PCO the 2nd Thursday of each month for the new month. Serving reminders are sent out 
through PCO every Thursday.

Dream Team Events
Inspire: The Online Team meets every other month to connect, hang out and get inspired for the new months ahead.
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